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Editorial  

 

Prof. Sreetanwi Chakraborty 

Editor- in-Chief, Litinfinite 

Assistant Professor 

Amity Institute of English Studies and Research 

Amity University Kolkata 

West Bengal, India 

 

Curating poems, selecting from a host of comprehensible yet often metaphysical, and too 

often dismal peregrinations of human individuals, is an interesting as well as laborious task. 

Editing a volume on World poetry comprising research articles, translated and English poems 

takes both the rational and the sublime. When this issue of Litinfinite Journal was still at the 

stage of inception, we tried to focus on the role of indigeneity, translation and articulation of 

emotions, sentiments, society, mores, norms, folks and fables from different regions of the 

world. We have contributors who have worked on a comparative analysis of how the 

transformation from an epic poem occurs in films, and what innovative techniques to surpass 

the earlier How the changing social scenario rings an alarm in the mind of the sentient reader 

is yet a secondary question. Ranging from the verse quality and novelistic grandeur in the 

works of Alexander Pushkin, to a Marxist reading of Ruth Elynia Mabanglo’s poem 

PaghabolngDyip, and then plummeting deeper into the realms of Indian English poems of 

Sanjukta Dasgupta, to understanding eating disorders by re-reading Marianne Moore’s 

poetry- the contributors have delved deeper into the various nuanced patterns of 

understanding not just the vibration, rhythm and rhyme of good poetry but also 

circumspecting through the ideas of critical thinking, and giving birth to non-textual 

paradigms beyond the known segment.  

 Familiarity breeds contempt, and hence, unfamiliarity beyond the jurisdiction of the 

known levels of poetic sublimation-that is where the search begins. Between how to ‘be’ and 

how not to ‘be’, there is a serious aggrandizement of the frantic fiesta of how we coagulate 

our senses into both refined and coarse poetry. It is the fine cadence or texture of sweet voice 

or else, it is a translated variety of memory in a nutshell, and we give priority to all the 

different orchestrations of both monotony and the unfamiliar at the same time. An 

overstatement about the processes and the paradigms of poetry gives one of the best ideas of 

how to create even the most exclusively simple non-synchronizing patterns into a cohesive 

whole. We have covered works by Bulgarian poets in original and in translation, Bengali 

poets of the Modern period, Hindi poetry woven into the fine textures of social media, 

society, life, pangs of death that have been superimposed as a part of a decadent culture and 

the myths of being alive. This issue of the journal also covers poems and articles from 
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Bangladesh, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, giving an all-new and more diversified range of 

experimentation that is done with poetry. It is time we think about transcending the borders 

and embark upon what we consider part of the SAARC poems. Understanding the national 

flavours and knitting the paradoxes of socio-political, religious and economic crisis across 

nations thus no longer remains a child’s play.  

Finally, we present two interviews as part of this issue. Words spoken, broken, stranded with 

uncertainty, amalgamating achievements, desires, moments of passion, self-reflection, joys of 

learning, self-enrichment and poetry-it starts with poetry, it continues in the same vein until 

and unless we imbibe the best moments that are lived and others are given some inkling about 

good poetry in their lives. Our dear poets Prof. Ashwani Kumar and Santosh Alex have given 

us the elixir of how travelling, reading, interacting and life itself have taught them the great 

value of poetry.  

We welcome the readers to enjoy this platter of poetry across nations, maybe under the 

prolific patters of a poignant rainy afternoon! 

“Like the days that have marched backward, 

In the moonlit night, roving around with skirmishes that leave no sore... 

We are yet again tied,  

Tussled  

Truncated under the tirades of poetry... 

The world is blithe again, 

The barbed wires swash and thud across the ground 

The eyes of the unpinned soul peer through  

A looking glass, lost and again found.” (Sreetanwi) 

Even if we are in the pangs of the pandemic, we still learn to fight. Let us collaborate, find 

love and resuscitate ourselves through POETRY. 
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The Genre “Novel in Verse” & Alexander Pushkin’s “Eugene Onegin” 
 

Dr. Girish Munjal 
Laureate of Pushkin Medal 

Professor, Russian Section,  

Department of Slavonic Studies,  

University of Delhi, Delhi, India 

Mail I.d.: girishmunjal2012@gmail.com 

 

Abstract 

  
The present paper delves into the emergence of genre “Novel in Verse” or “Verse Novel” in Russian 

Literature. It was introduced by Alexander Pushkin, the most famous literary figure of 19th Century 

Russian literature, a period considered as its Golden Era. A. Pushkin is revered not only as the father 

of modern Russian language, by enriching it & winning the respect it deserved but also as the founder 
of modern Russian literature for his realistic works. This paper is an attempt to understand and study: 

contribution of Pushkin in the development of the genre “Novel in Verse” in the form of his Lyrical-

Epic work called “Eugene Onegin”; his poetic invention in the form of new stanza writing which 
became famous as “Onegin Stanza”, its influence on writings of other poets, writers all over the world 

and which made him the undisputed master of poetry. 

 

Keywords: Novel-in-Verse, Pushkin, Onegin, Genre, Poetry, Stanza 

  

The Genre “Verse Novel” is a distinct modern form of the verse narratives with the 

major verse novels of the beginning of 19th century being Byron's “Don Juan” (1818–24), 

“Eugene Onegin” (1831) by Alexander Pushkin and “Pan Tadeusz” (1834) by Adam 

Mickiewicz. These works employ an informal, colloquial register. (Greene, Roland et. al., 

Verse Novel) 

 

The earlier long classical verse narratives had no specific versification or any 

prescribed meter. They could be written in blank verse (unrhymed iambic pentameter) or 

complex stanza forms, including terza rima (ABA BCB CDC etc.) and ottava rima 

(ABABABCC), but the stanza most specifically associated with the modern verse novel is the 

“Onegin stanza” or “Pushkin Sonnet”, invented by Pushkin in his iconic Lyrical-Epic entitled 

“Eugene Onegin”. His innovation is similar to the Shakespearean sonnet, retaining the 14-line 

stanza with three quatrains plus couplet structure but Pushkin made it distinct in two ways 

(Remnyova M. L. et al., 3.1.8.) 

 

Firstly, the meter was reduced to iambic tetrameter and a distinct rhyme scheme was 

applied: the first quatrain is cross-rhymed (ABAB), the second couplet-rhymed (CCDD), and 

the third arch-rhymed (or chiasmic, EFFE), so that the whole is ABABCCDDEFFEGG.  

 

mailto:girishmunjal2012@gmail.com
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Secondly, Pushkin’s sonnet requires that the first rhyme in each couplet (the A, C, and 

E rhymes) be unstressed (or "feminine"), and all others stressed (or "masculine"). Thus, in the 

rhyme scheme ‘aBaBccDDeFeFGG’, the lowercase letters represent feminine rhymes while 

the uppercase letters represent masculine rhymes. Pushkin’s “Eugene Onegin” comprises of 

total 5,446 lines with almost whole of 389 fourteen-line stanzas are of iambic tetrameter with 

this innovative distinct and specific rhyme scheme known as the "Onegin stanza" or the 

"Pushkin sonnet". In original Russian, rhyme and rhythm come out beautifully as Russian is a 

very musical language. Among its numerous English translations V. Nabokov’s translation is 

considered best but Nabokov preferred literal sense to rhyme but in order to study “Onegin 

Stanza, the following example is analysed from A. Pushkin’s “Eugene Onegin”, Chapter One, 

Stanza One. English Translation is by A. S. Kline published in 2009: 

 

Line Onegin Stanza (14 lines) Pushkin’s innovative Rhyme scheme 

(feminine & masculine / 

unstressed & stressed) 

 

(1)  My uncle, what a worthy man, {a} 

(2)  Falling ill like that, and dying; {B} 

(3)  It summons up respect, one can  {a} 

(4)  Admire it, as if he were trying. {B} 

(5)  Let us all follow his example! {c} 

(6)  But, God, what tedium to sample {c} 

(7)  That sitting by the bed all day, {D} 

(8)  All night, barely a foot away! {D} 

(9)  And the hypocrisy, demeaning, {e} 

(10)  Of cosseting one who’s half alive; {F} 

(11)  Puffing the pillows, you contrive {e} 

(12)  To bring his medicine unsmiling, {F} 

(13)  Thinking with a mournful sigh, {G} 

(14)  “Why the devil can’t you die?” {G} 

 

In a letter written to his friend P. Vyazemsky, Pushkin wrote about the Genre Verse 

Novel: “…I am now writing not a novel but Novel in Verse – which are two extremes. 

Something like Don Juan – can’t even imagine getting it printed; I am writing it in a slipshod 

manner”. This shows that while penning down the beginning chapters of “Eugene Onegin”, 

Pushkin was under clear influence of Byron and he understood well that it will be difficult to 

publish the work due to censorship imposed by the Czar himself. (Archangelsky, A. Lectures) 

 

The basic difference between a novel in prose and in verse can be understood in the 

following diagram: 

 

Novel 

In verse In Prose 

Definite lyrical initiation; author’s image or The compositional center is the narrative 
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profile is the compositional center of the 

novel 

about the events and characters. 

 

The Onegin Stanza allows the author to express narrative, colloquial, lyrical 

intonation, dialogues between characters, and together with this creates an effect of 

improvisation. Almost whole of “Eugene Onegin” Pushkin wrote using his innovation 

“Onegin’s stanza”, except Tatyana’s letter, Onegin’s letters and songs sung by girls. 

 

In order to further understand and study the genre “Novel in Verse”, it’s important to 

know about Pushkin’s work “Eugene Onegin” in brief. The novel covers events in Russia 

from 1819 till 1825: from foreign campaigns of Russian army after defeating Napoleon till 

the Decembrist uprising. These were the years of development of Russian society during the 

reign of Alexander the First. This work in real sense is an encyclopedia of Russian life of the 

20’s of the 19th century, as the vast corpus of themes, details of day-to-day life, presence of 

multiple plots in its composition, depth in which characters are described, even now truly 

demonstrate the features of life of the given epoch in Russia (Golovenchenko, Chapter 8-9). 

Many great literary figures from time to time have given their commentaries on this work, 

including V. Belinsky, V. Nabokov, N. Brodsky, Yu. Lotman, S. Bondi. In Russian Literature 

“Eugene Onegin” laid the foundation of structure of Russian classical novel and embodies 

typical national characters.  

 

The novel comprises eight chapters. The composition of the novel in verse is clear and 

well-planned. The main idea of the work is to assess a typical modern young man who does 

not find a deserving place in nobility society as he could not compromise with its values 

which seemed to him unworthy and petty. As a result such young people felt misfit in the 

contemporary society.   

 

The main plot of the work is the love story of Eugene Onegin and Tatyana Larina. 

The novel is infact built on a mirror image of the main plot. First, Tatyana falls in love with 

Onegin and in the end Onegin is in love with Tatyana. The beginning of the plot is their first 

meeting in the house of Larin family where Onegin was a chance visitor as he just wanted to 

have a look at his friend Lensky’s fiancée, Olga. Although the scene of their first meeting is 

not described by Pushkin but Onegin and Lensky discuss it while returning home from the 

Larin’s party. Olga and Tatyana are sisters and among them Onegin immediately notices 

Tatyana’s unusual looks and Olga’s mediocrity (Chapter 3, Stanza 5), Onegin asks Lensky:  

 

“And tell me, which was Tatyana?’ 

‘The one who sat by the window, 

Sad as Zhukovsky’s Svetlana, 

As though she had a private sorrow’ 

‘Can you really love the younger?’ 

– Why not? – Well, I’d prefer her sister, 

If I were a poet, as you are 

Olga’s less alive by far,…” (Kline A. S., Chapter 3) 
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For Tatyana it was love at first sight. She confesses: 

 

“…In solitude her heart was burning,  

Crushed by adolescent gloom, 

Her soul was waiting…but for whom? 

… 

The one awaited….he is here; 

Her eyes are opened, it is he! 

Now night and day he will appear…” (Kline A. S., Chapter 3)  

 

There are two culmination points in the main plot, first one is when Onegin meets 

Tatyana in the garden and coldly rejects her innocent love. Tatyana loses all hope of being 

happy again but she matures through her experiences in the aristocratic society and during 

their meeting after her marriage she even does not blame Onegin for his refusal (Chapter 8, 

Stanza 43):   

 

“Eugene, I was so much younger, 

And prettier then, too, no doubt, 

And I loved you; ah, what answer, 

Issued from your heart’s redoubt? 

What reply? A harsh rejection. 

Is it not so? That girl’s affection, 

Was no surprise: so simple, true? 

I freeze – my God! – to think of you, 

That heartless icy look of yours, 

Lecturing me, so fiercely…yet, 

You bear no blame. I can’t forget, 

You acted rightly, in my cause, 

And played an honourable role, 

I thank you now, with all my soul…” (Kline A. S., Chapter 8) 

 

The second culmination of the main plot happens when Onegin and Tatyana meet 

again after several years of the first meeting. Now Tatyana has morphed into a beautiful high 

society woman who still loves Onegin but refuses to entertain his passionate advances and 

scandalous proposal which in turn makes Onegin lose all hope for happiness. In Chapter 8, 

Stanza 47, Tatyana says: 

 

“Then happiness seemed possible, 

So near! ...But now my destiny 

Is carved in stone, immutable. 

… 

I love you (why should I pretend?) 

And yet, I am another’s now, 

And will be faithful to my vow.” (Kline A. S., Chapter 8) 
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Besides the main plot of Onegin-Tatyana’s love story, there is a collateral plot which 

is the story of friendship between Onegin and Lensky. The second plot begins with both 

getting acquainted and quickly becoming close friends in the background of village life they 

are forced to live in. The culmination point of the second plot is the unsuitable behavior of 

Onegin at the Tatyana Name day party where he tries to seduce Olga with the aim of 

offending Lensky. The second plot’s denouement is the duel fought between Onegin and 

Lensky. The event simultaneously is also the culmination as it shook up Onegin for the first 

time in his life. In Chapter 6, Stanza 35, Pushkin writes: 

 

“…Still clutching his pistol, tightly, 

Gripped by feelings of remorse, 

Eugene stares down at Lensky, 

‘Well?’ says Zaretsky, with force. 

‘Killed!’…And with that stark reply, 

Onegin shudders, turns, gives a cry 

Summons the servant for assistance…” (Kline A. S., Chapter 6) 

 

Together with the main and collateral plot there is the third secondary plot – short 

love story of Lensky and Olga. Here, Pushkin skips the beginning of the plot as they fell in 

love long back and are already engaged to be married. The culmination of this plot is when 

Onegin seduces Olga at Tatyana’s Name Day Ball. Olga reveals her character of being a vain, 

selfish and an empty coquette as she doesn’t understand how much by her behaviour she was 

hurting her future husband Lensky which leads to duel between Onegin and Lensky in which 

Lensky gets killed by Onegin. Lensky’s death concludes two Plot lines, one – friendship 

between Onegin and Lensky, while other one being – love story of Lensky and Olga.  

 

All the three plots are intertwined and although the plots in the novel are simple but 

its composition is extremely complex. The beginning of the main plot occupies almost two 

full chapters as Pushkin wanted to tell the reader about his characters and their behavior in 

detail so as to express the main idea of the novel – a story of an intelligent but useless person, 

living his life in vain. The main plot doesn’t have conclusion, as after Onegin and Tatyana’s 

explanations, she leaves her room with Onegin keeps standing there, completely shocked by 

her refusal. Pushkin intentionally finished his novel in verse abruptly, a justified move as “a 

life without aim and thus, a novel without ending”.  

 

Pushkin writes in Chapter Eight, Stanza 48: 

 

“She left, yet still Eugene stood there, 

As if a lightning bolt had struck. 

His heart the tempest now stripped bare, 

And with what storms his body shook! 

But now a clink of spurs, and here 

Tatyana’s husband looms near, 

So, Reader, in that sorry state, 

I leave my hero, to his fate: 
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I must abandon him for now. 

For long? …Forever…” (Kline A. S., Chapter 8) 

 

The reader keeps guessing what happens when Tatyana’s husband finds Onegin in her 

room. What does he make out of it, whether Tatyana’s husband challenge Onegin to duel, 

whether Onegin will get killed in duel.  Pushkin built the composition of the novel in the 

form of a circle. Onegin’s handling of his life, his relationships of love and friendship, his 

immoral behavior which makes people suffer, closed circle of his life by not being able to 

find any aim, so it seems that all his past might be repeated with him too. 

 

The composition of Eugene Onegin is further made unique by the presence of 

episodes which are inserted by Pushkin and do not have any direct connection to the 

development of the plot, like, Tatyana’s dream, Lensky’s poems, songs sung by girls, and 

ofcourse, numerous lyrical digressions. 

 

In “Novel in Verse” genre lyrical and epic are represented equally which allows the 

author to easily shift from narration to lyrical digression. The work is as if written in front of 

the reader and it changes while having a dialogue with life. In “Euene Onegin” the epic part 

is the plot, while lyrical is the author’s relation to the plot, characters, even the reader which 

is expressed through numerous occasions of lyrical digression (Greene R. et. al., Verse 

Novel). 

 

Among the lyrical digression, one finds the presence of author in all the scenes of the plot 

by giving his commentaries, elucidations, opinion and assessment. Author, as we said is the 

lyrical centre of narration in Verse Novel. This provides a unique feature to the work’s 

composition, an author who appears before the reader in three ways: 

 author who is also a character; 

 author who is a narrator; 

 author who is a lyrical hero who is telling about himself, his opinion, outlook, 

emotional experiences, his life.  

 

Like in his poetic introduction to “Eugene Onegin”, Pushkin directly addresses his 

readers: 

 

“…Such as they are, view these extremes 

These varied chapters in your hand, 

With fond indulgence; witty, tragic, 

The casual, the idealistic, 

The fruit of carefree hours, unplanned, 

Insomnia, pale inspiration, 

Unripe powers, or fading art, 

The intellect’s cold observation, 

The bitter record of the heart.  

… 

Friends of Ruslan and Ludmila, 
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Here without an ounce of bother, 

Meet my hero of romance, 

Before you, let him now advance.…” (Kline A. S., Chapter 1) 

 

Ideally, a novel as an epic work requires its author to detach himself from the described 

events together with objectivity in their evaluation. The poetic form reinforces the lyrical 

beginning which is connected with the personality of its creator. Thus, “Eugene Onegin” is 

considered as Lyrical-Epic work with characteristics of both the genres and infact carries in 

itself two worlds –  

 first one, a world of “epic” heroes (Onegin, Tatyana, Lensky and other characters), 

like Pushkin introduces Lensky:  

 

“Meanwhile another landowner 

Newly arrived on his estate, 

His neighbour, caused an equal stir, 

For reasons that I’ll indicate. 

Vladimir Lensky, is the man 

Handsome, young, a Kantian, 

Whose soul was formed in Göttingen, 

A friend of truth: a poet then…” (Kline A. S., Chapter 1) 

 

Similarly, telling about Tatyana, in whom Pushkin sees pure Russian soul, he writes 

in Chapter 5, Stanza 4: 

 

“Tatyana (Russian through and through, 

Herself not certain of the reason) 

Loved that cold perfection too, 

Loved Russia in the winter season…” (Kline A. S., Chapter 5) 

 

And second one, the world of the author depicted in lyrical digressions. This is exactly a trait 

which differentiates a prose novel from the Verse Novel. 

 

The author’s presence is everywhere in “Eugene Onegin”. It seems Pushkin takes the 

reader by hand on a journey through the plot, introducing his characters, giving commentaries 

on their character, behavior, relation with each other, inner feelings, always explaining their 

inner struggle. In the beginning chapters, author’s voice carries a shade of irony and fun, but 

in the following chapters, starting from the fifth chapter written after 14th December 1825 his 

voice acquires more serious tone and reticence, about which Pushkin himself writes in 5th 

chapter, 40th stanza: 

 

“… In your traces: now youth’s done,  

No more of error and distraction, 

Now I must take to sounder reasoning; 

And as it ends, with this confession, 

Free Chapter Five from more digression.” (Kline A. S., Chapter 5) 
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In the concluding chapters of “Eugene Onegin” author’s voice becomes melancholic 

and dramatic. In the last chapter, when Onegin comes to Tatyana’s house to ask for her reply 

to his confession of love to her, she refuses to accept his love, she leaves the room and 

Tatyana’s husband appears at the door – is where the novel ends. In Stanza 48, Pushkin 

writes: 

 

“She left, yet still Eugene stood there, 

As if a lightning bolt had struck. 

His heart the tempest now stripped bare, 

And with what storms his body shook! 

But now a clink of spurs, and here 

Tatyana’s husband looms near, 

So, Reader, in that sorry state, 

I leave my hero, to his fate: 

I must abandon him for now. 

For long? …Forever…” (Kline A. S., Chapter 8) 

 

Another aspect of author’s presence in “Eugene Onegin” we see Pushkin telling about 

himself, his life, his poetic autobiographical digression from the plot. Each chapter reflects 

upon the spiritual and biographical details of author which include his location at the time of 

writing that particular chapter. So, Pushkin’s novel in verse becomes a diary from which we 

not only find out about the characters of the novel but also a lot about the author himself. 

Some feel that Pushkin and Onegin are same, but it’s not true, they do have many things in 

common but they differ in their views about love, nature, poetry, literature in general. What 

makes them different is that Onegin remained in his life a lost soul, couldn’t find his aim in 

life but Pushkin found his purpose in poetry. For Onegin, love was just “The science of the 

tender passion” while Pushkin writes about his views on love:  

 

“All poets, it seems to me, 

Love in imagination, 

To dream affection constantly 

Was once my sole preoccupation.” (Kline A. S., Chapter 1) 

 

About their different views on literature, Pushkin writes about Onegin:  

 

“He lacked the passion and desire 

To give his life for poetry, 

Despite all efforts, or aspire 

To tell iambic from trochee.” (Kline A. S., Chapter 1) 

 

Pushkin himself clearly mentions that he is not Onegin! Pushkin writes in Chapter 

One, Stanza 56: 

 

“…That Onegin is not me, recall  
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It, lest some sly, caustic reader, 

Some tell-tale, or vile inventor 

Of over-elaborate slander try 

To pair Yevgeny and I, …” (Kline A. S., Chapter 1) 

 

Together with this Pushkin on many occasions talks about literature, poets, classicism, 

romanticism, composition and plot of his novel in verse, like in the following stanzas from 

Chapter One, Pushkin himself talks about composition of his work, censorship, his critics 

who point out to some weaknesses in his work and fate of his novel (Archangelsky A., 

Lectures): 

 

“I’ve sketched the underlying plan, 

The hero’s name I’ve given too; 

My rhyming novel’s well in hand, 

I’m ready now for chapter two. 

I’ve scanned the pages of my fiction, 

And though they’re filled with contradiction, 

It’s not my job to work them through. 

The censors must have work to do. 

… 

My newborn work, my sweet creation, 

Earn me the first fruits of fame, 

Noise, incomprehension, blame! 

… 

My verse may touch someone’s heart, 

Some stanza, preserved by fate, 

Some fragment of my precious art, 

Saved from Lethe’s darkened spate.” (Kline A. S., Chapter 1) 

 

This year is the 221st Birth Anniversary of Alexander Pushkin and he still remains the 

undisputed master of Russian poetry, especially of the genre Verse Novel and has inspired 

generations of poets all over the world, including Mikhail Lermontov, his contemporary 

writer who used “Pushkin Sonnet” or “Onegin Stanza” in his poetic work published in 1838 

“Tambov Treasurer's Wife” (Remnyova M. L. et. al., 3.1.8.), and in India, poet and novelist 

Vikram Seth whose first novel “The Golden Gate” (1986) is a novel in verse and has been 

composed using Onegin stanzas and was inspired by Charles Johnston's translation of 

Pushkin's “Eugene Onegin”. I would like to conclude with Pushkin’s words from the last 

chapter of “Eugene Onegin, Stanza 49: 

       

“Reader, whoever you may be, 

Friend or foe, it matters naught, 

Let us part now amicably,  

Farewell. Whatever it was you sought, 

In this casual set of verses: 
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Some wild past your heart rehearses, 

Or perhaps a pleasant rest,  

A glimpse of life, or a jest, 

Or some mistake grammatical, 

God grant you found a trifle here, 

To raise a smile, provoke a tear, 

Prompt a dream, or article; 

Something of what these stanzas tell.  

And so we part, again farewell!”  

(Kline A. S., Chapter 8) 
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Abstract 

This paper critiques the poem Paghabol ng Dyip of Ruth Elynia S. Mabanglo. It discusses the facets 

outside the feminist theme of the poem. It considers manifestations of socio-politico-economic 

dimensions through the reading using Marxism as the literary lens in the criticism and reinforced by 

the three factors in assessing through this approach. The study reveals the struggles of the robotic-like 
life of the workers in the service economy and the dehumanizing exploitation by the manipulative 

capitalists as portrayed by the suffering of the persona. The mechanized actions are brought by the 

goal of fulfilling the expectation of other people as they are transforming as commodities that are 
becoming eroticized objects. The forces of politics in the society, as seen in the poem, are motivated 

in the exhibition of freedom as the persona has agonized in his/ her enclosures – poverty and 

exploitation. Depiction of emotional exhaustion was also present. The dependence on the dominant 
pursuing capitalistic hegemony is added to the prevailing bourgeois values. Mabanglo uses particular 

metaphors for the capitalization of bigger forces in the community regardless of the gender using 

Bernardo Carpio – a local fictional character – to embody the workforce. The jeepney represents the 

persona’s chase in life. 

Keywords: Marxism Approach, poverty, exploitation, service economy, ideology 

In March 2020, I was able to participate in the Undergraduate and Graduate 

Conference on Literary, Cultural, and Performance Studies conducted by the Department of 

Literature of De La Salle University-Manila, Philippines. One of the papers presented was Sa 

Umaga at sa Gabi: Ang Salungatan sa Paglikha ng Babaeng Persona sa “Paghabol ng 

Dyip” ni Ruth Elynia Mabanglo at “Time In” ni Yeng Constantino by Deidre Morales, it 

discusses the politics in feminist writing through cultural materialism. 

The first mentioned literature, PaghabolngDyip, was written by a known feminist 

scholar and poet – Ruth Elynia S. Mabanglo – who was regarded for her progressive wit in 

poetry and writing in a male-dominated literary stream in the Philippines in the 70s. Her 

writing enquires into the pressing societal issues, especially the experiences and oppression 

of women. Despite her display of masculine literary prowess (Tadiar, 113), she was able to 

reinforce feminist writing.Tadiar added that: 
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Mabanglo’sinclusion in the modernist movements in the 1960s signifies her 

achievement in poetry of what [Virgilio] Almario himself had defined as the 

masculine ideals of self-control, boldness of verse, fearless rebellion against 

convention and tradition and the power to confront and express the experience 

the truth of contemporary crisis (Tadiar, 113) 

Critics are questioning her far-reaching feminist theme, but, Mabanglo’s writing is 

undeniably redoubtable in analyzing the struggles of the society and mass through her poesy. 

Her kind of writing is an evidence of the power of the mass. 

The nucleus of the discussion of Morales focuses on the development of women's 

experiences from the critiqued literary pieces; however, in veering the 

lens, Paghabol (abbreviated henceforth) possesses an opportunity for a new wave of reading. 

 Panda (on Adesina 4) identified three factors that can be considered in reading the 

literature through the Marxist approach, these are as follows: 

1. There is a class history and class struggle in a literary text.  

2. Struggle is there, [it] means there is a domination and oppression. And in that, 

someone has to win, and someone has to defeat. It belongs to a particular society and 

culture 

3. There are influential factors like political motives behind the production of a text (the 

text is for whom? And why?) 

 

This kind of paradigm shows focuses on Marxism as it progresses in “ideas are weapons 

in a field of struggle” (Eagleton, 234). Experiences projected in literature can be used to 

reflect the asserting reality of the society, and to discuss the motive of human actions – 

especially the dominant. The emergence of this kind of criticism in society can communicate 

opportunities in reading the ideological conditions of the cultural texts in a capitalist society. 

The Class History and Struggle 

Jeepney or jeep/dyip is a common public utility vehicle in the Philippines. It has given 

experiences to the Filipinos – especially the working class – in travelling. This metaphor 

shows the comparison of the life of persona and the jeepney. Same as the vehicle, people 

need to travel. The destination is a staple, but travel is the process.  

The writing of Paghabol was the manifestation of Mabanglo’s exposition to the 

workers' negative experiences in their workplaces.It agrees to the analysis of Hernando; she 

mentions that “nakongretisa niya ang tila awtomatikong pagsunod ng katawan sa batas ng 

paggawa at pangangapital nito.” (“Mabanglo concretized the automatic adherence of the 

body to the rules of work and its capitalization.”; 39) 

Paghabol can be noted as a communication on the oppression expressed through the 

daily struggles that seemed to become customary to the persona – much like the chasing of 

the jeepney every day. It explains how the poem became a production ideology due to the 

history of the hegemonic dominant and struggling oppressed. Understanding the existence of 
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hegemony is influenced by the detailed analyses of cultural, socio-economic, and political 

implications. The poem conveys: 

Muli'ysinusianakongtilarelos 

ng umaga –(Mabanglo, 396) 

  

Mabanglo’s use of muli/again indicates that this kind of circumstance is prevalent and that the 

persona has accumulated experiences from these situations. The simile of portraying as a 

watch defines manipulation. The persona becomes a machinery of bigger and stronger forces. 

This situation is becoming relative substantially in issues such as workforce. A redeclaration 

of this statement was indicated in Line 15, an attestation of the persona’s loss of liberty to 

control his/her life. Therefore, it reinforces the reality of the service economy. Furthermore, 

the time determined as umaga/morning explains that the day of the persona starts in the 

morning. 

sabawatpag-alis, 

umaalpas ang gunita 

kahitsanakasarangbintana, (Mabanglo, 396) 

  

These lines are reminders of the struggles held by the fate of the persona. This interpretation 

becomes significant because of the experiences of Mabanglo with the mass, and her 

participation in the movements. She has developed a mental image in her poesy on how the 

persona battles life.  

 

           This positioning is a presentation of society as a literary text. It necessitates the 

organization of intellectual discourse through critical capabilities. 

The Domination and Oppression 

 Understanding the political positions in this criticism is essential. Althusser defined 

the use of analyzing the ideological state apparatus, and he added that “the primary argument 

of capitalist class struggle consists, at this level, in the ideological imposture about the 

‘purely technical’ division, organization, and management of labour” (Althusser, 36). It 

reinforces the understanding in critiquing the scheme used by the regulating systems in 

honing its constituents through the use of ideologies, and it is, indeed, a requisite in 

discerning the way society generates people on their image. Mabanglo writes:  

kamay at paang humaplit (Mabanglo, 396) 

 The verse demonstrates the mechanized actions of the persona to the point that the 

body immediately recognizes since it is routinary or memorized. On the other hand, the 

persona shows calculated actions due to the need to conform to other people's expectations. 

sapagitan ng suklay at lipstick. (Mabanglo, 396) 

 The persona can be attributed as someone who is expected to fix and to arrange 

his/her face, hair, dress, and uniform before going to work. This is a common situation to 
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carry out the persona’s image. It correlates with the essay of Tolentino (on Salazar 240) on 

the malling culture of the Philippines. He contemplated that the mall employees are equally 

maltreated as the mall-goers, as they are projected as eroticized objects by the capitalists. He 

also criticized that the employees, through systematic regimentation of their bodies, reveal 

the necessity in the service economy – young, with a pleasing personality, and is willing to 

work. Capitalists invest the feminized commodification of the consumer that transposes the 

factual need of individuals. Thus, this kind of consumption is towards the capitalist idea, and 

it rather depreciates the recognition making it subjective. Mabanglo’s Feminist writing is 

reinforced. 

Leitch describes the belief of Marx in the ideology that “the reality of class struggle 

from our perception and consciousness; and insofar as working-class people unconsciously 

absorb bourgeois values, they are unwitting carriers of ‘false consciousness.” (Leitch, 762) 

Therefore, compliance with the company policy, in this case – the looks, is profoundly 

invested. The author also insinuates captivity with the line— 

Nagkakandadoako ng pinto (Mabanglo, 396) 

 The lock and door are used to display the metaphor of imprisonment. This kind of 

image exhibits oppression to freedom, the persona agonizes in the experience of poverty, 

since, the preliminary parts of the poem reveals it. 

           The ideas presented are interested in dealing with dominance and oppression as 

explained by Marx where he opines that the bourgeois society, capital is independent and has 

individuality, while the living person is dependent and has no individuality.  

           Thus, it is not only the bourgeois values that they carry in but also the idea of 

dependence to the dominant as it pursues hegemony. 

The Political Motive 

 The political motive is essential in the development, production, projection, 

promotion, and interpretation of the texts. It indicates the rationale of writing and the 

motivation of the writer in creating the text. The writer’s beliefs, in this case, will obviously 

arise. Hamadi discusses that it supplements Marxism as it views “literature as historical 

forces that can be studied by looking at the material conditions in which they are produced” 

(155). It aids in perceiving the politics of the literature. Paghabol debates: 

walangpangalangpagsusuot 

ng kaninumangdamit, (Mabanglo, 396) 

            

The lines expound the idea that the persona is part of the workforce and needs to earn; there 

is a possibility that the persona has multiple jobs. This is significantly possible since the 

character is struggling financially. 

 

hindi pa akonakalalayo'y 

naniningilna ang kalendaryo. (Mabanglo, 396) 
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Regardless of the situation, the motivation of the persona in working will still be the wage. 

Any experiences will all reduce to the need to survive, since the need to provide continues. 

However, there is a possibility that the persona is also constricted with socio-economic 

exploitation and deprivation that hinders the progress and pursues dehumanization. 

 

isip at damdaminghumahabol ng dyip 

sakanto ng mgasaglit, 

katawangtumatawadsapresyo 

ng mgaminuto – (Mabanglo, 397) 

 

These lines advance the idea that the text is for those who are struggling in poverty. There is 

a comprehensible motive of the author to show that these are not focused on the physical pain 

and fatigue alone, but, Paghabol also depicted the emotional exhaustion of the persona in 

realizing the fate. 

 

sapagitan ng mgatambutso, 

walangkasariansi Bernardo Carpio. (Mabanglo, 397) 

 

 Mabanglo made it clear that it is not limited to any specific gender, preference, or 

orientation. The Bernardo Carpio – a local fictional character – archetype shows that the 

persona embodies those people who also experienced exploitation in work. When it losses its 

rhythm, the same as the clock, the mechanized persona might similarly lose balance and can 

cause more problems. The colliding rocks between Carpio contemplate with the difficulties 

and exploitation experienced by the persona in Paghabol.  

 As Mabanglo wrote Paghabol ng Dyip, it has provided facets on reading her poesy 

and proving that her writing is not entirely restricted in feministic views; instead, it explores 

dimensions of society, culture, ideology, and literature and its criticism.  

 

This critique has made connections from the metaphor of the robotic-like life to the 

socio-political exploitation and struggles experienced by the poor, and how the capitalists 

invest on the commodification of people by manipulating the standards of/in/and beauty. 

The prevalence of bigger forces can also be anticipated since orchestration to the 

ideologies of the vulnerable towards the promise of fulfilling the necessity is 

undeniable. Paghabol revealed the politics of the workforce and service economy and the 

experience of degradation.  

The jeepney symbolizes the chase in the persona’s life—traveling, jammed, wedged in 

heavy traffic, restless, and hardworking.  
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Abstract 

 
Myths have always been used as coercive apparatuses to reinforce order and to naturalize gender 

stereotypes in the phallocentric discourse eliminating and subsiding women's voice as "other". Many 

feminist critics seek to dismantle those institutionalized practices through revising, reimagining and 

reinterpreting mythological interpretations This paper portrays the deconstructive strain in Sanjukta 
Dasgupta's poem "Lakshmi Unbound: A Soliloquy" unmasking the institutionalization of the pure 

image of a household lady by patriarchal methodolatry and critiques the attribution of meaning 

through mythical representation by mainstream culture to impose a passive role upon women 
restricting in the domestic space. This paper also brings to light the commodification of women's body 

as a space for control, discipline by the male gaze by treating as a secondary figure to the primacy of 

the male and demythologizes the myth of the angel in the house. 

 

Keywords: Deconstruction, Demythologization, Commodification, Institutionalization, Space 

 

Myths are the carriers of cultural codes of human civilization since the very 

beginning. Myths have always been used as a device to attribute certain meanings to cultural 

practices and traditions to perpetuate order and domination in a patriarchal society. In the 

discourse of patriarchy, mythical interpretations always confine women’s role through 

muting women-voice and fabricating a binarization between superior/inferior, original/other, 

etc. Anti-feminist vein can easily be traced in literary practices where legitimization of 

certain stereotypes regarding gender inequality is indoctrinated through constant repetition of 

the stereotypes. Many feminist critics seek to demythologize those institutionalized practices 

through revising, reimagining and reinterpreting mythological interpretations. As Adrienne 

Rich comments “Re-vision-the act of looking back, of seeing with fresh eyes, of entering an 

old text from a new critical direction-is for us more than a chapter in cultural history: it is an 

act of survival” (Rich, 18). Demythologization is a postmodernist approach which is used by 

the feminist critics to deconstruct the myths of womanhood to challenge the traditional notion 
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of femininity. Myths have always been used as a weapon to make women as agents of 

patriarchy to transmit conventional ideas about the ideal image of women from generation to 

generation. With the advent of Derrida’s “Deconstruction,” a sudden shift occurred in the 

dynamics of different disciplines of thought including feminism. Postmodern feminism under 

the impression of the concept of deconstruction encapsulates demythologization or 

decanonization of cultural myths to unmask the ideological constructs in mainstream culture. 

Decanonization in Feminist criticism is the process of destabilizing the deterministic 

patriarchal norms. Canon is regarded as manufactured legitimacy in accordance with 

ideologies, political interest, hierarchism to marginalize or exclude the interest and 

accomplishment of minorities. Feminist critics question the canon formation and seek to 

decanonize power relations. Language is a medium through which myths are canonized. In 

the discourse of power politics, language is used as a vehicle for the naturalization of women 

suppression through androcentric implications of certain myths in different works of art. The 

hegemonic structure is infused in cultural myths by making women as ideological targets to 

perpetuate gender stereotypes. Women have always been portrayed as passive characters by 

separating them from the male public domain and confining them within the domestic space. 

Feminist critics question the phallocentric authority against the deliberate implementation of 

the process of othering and reestablish the women subjectivity through the celebration of the 

expression of the muted in the realm of wilderness.  

 

Sanjukta Dasgupta’s “Lakshmi Unbound: A Soliloquy” interrogates the androcentric cultural 

myth which idealizes the image of a housewife through imposing gender stereotypes and 

reconstructs the role of women beyond the barriers of domestic space. Intertextual elements 

in this poem critique the male-centric notion of women as a serving machine to provide love, 

nurturance. The poem starts with two epigraphs. The first one is a quotation from Virginia 

Woolf, a prominent feminist critic of the twentieth century, where she destabilizes the myth 

of “angel in the house”: “Killing the Angel in the House was part of the occupation of a 

woman writer”. Myths are signifiers that signify our existence. The myth of angel is an 

apparatus to subside women’s role in a patriarchal worldview. Sanjukta Dasgupta brings this 

to demystify the image of Lakhsmi, a housewife within the four walls, and to deconstruct the 

forceful imposition of “pure” image which limits women’s individuation. The poet wants to 

kill the angel that inhabits within Lakhsmi as it is the only way to “to fly kites”, “to climb 

trees”, “to read and write”, “to sing and dance”, “to climb mountains”, “to swim in the seas”, 

“to do what” she likes, “Whenever” she likes, etc. The angel in the house who is ideal, 

submissive, subservient, passive should be replaced with the mad woman in the attic which is 

horrible, disruptive, powerful, and anti-institutional. The poet here implies the domestic space 

as a place of silence for women, which appropriates psychological coercion. In the second 

epigraph the poet brings an extract from Rabindranath Tagore’s poem Mukti (translated as 

Freedom): “With downcast eyes and veiled head I have spent twenty-two years in your house 

/That’s why both at home and without/ Everyone says I am Lakshmi, Sati /An extremely 

good woman!” In this extract, we see a complete submission of women’s subjectivity in front 

of patriarchal authority. Feminists critics argue that women body have always been held as a 

commodity or a space for control, discipline by the male gaze and always been treated as a 

“secondary figure to the primacy of the male” (Nayar, 100) and always been naturalized as an 

irrational, mysterious by the male discourse and always been marginalized by ghettoizing 
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women-agency. Lucy Irigaray’s work Speculum of the Other Woman (translated 1985), and 

This Sex Which Is Not One (1987) propose that the woman always lacks a subjectivity in 

Western discourses because she is constructed always as the “other” of the man, never as a 

free subject with her own identity. The female is always nothing more than a deviation from 

the norm which is the male. As Irigaray puts it, in the ‘logic of sameness’ there is ‘man’ and 

‘not-man’, A and not-A (or A-minus). This means that instead of two separate autonomous 

entities A and B, we have one positive (A) and it's negative. The second term/identity is only 

what the first is not. All difference between the sexes is eradicated through this ‘logic’” 

(Nayar, 102). In this poem, a crisis of identity is visible. This crisis reminds us of Anne 

Sexton’s poem “Housewife”: 

 

“Some women marry houses. 

 It's another kind of skin; it has a heart, 

 a mouth, a liver and bowel movements. 

 The walls are permanent and pink. 

 See how she sits on her knees all day, 

 faithfully washing herself down. 

 Men enter by force, drawn back like Jonah 

 into their fleshy mothers. 

 A woman is her mother. 

 That's the main thing” (Sexton, Allpoetry1). 

 

It shows the limiting role-playing of a housewife in domestic space by sacrificing her agency. 

The repressed psyche of that woman is constantly being raped by the domineering male 

authority in the discourse of family. Beauvoir comments that othering of women is done 

through by putting a veil of mystery around woman-space and by edifying a mythopoeic 

space for perpetuating a binary between rational male and emotional women. Beauvoir 

stressed on women's otherness. Postmodern feminists take this stance of Beauvoir and 

advocates in favour of this otherness as a space of possibilities as it can be seen as a 

privileged space outside the male-dominated world. Postmodernist feminists critique the 

essentialist stance world and the male rationality or logos in the discourse of patriarchy. In 

the 1990s Ludwig Klages coined the term “logocentrism”. It put emphasis on logic or reason. 

The logocentric discourse always tries to validate binarization and to eradicate binarization 

she has to be “Alakhsmi” as she “can’t ever be Lakshmi”. In Lakshmi Unbound: A Soliloquy 

the narrator outbursts her repressed desires saying: “I want to be mad/I want to be bad/I can’t 

be in corners of four walled spaces/I can’t be in eddies/I want to flow in the mainstream/I 

want to be in whirlpools/I want to roam and run” 

 

The narrator here seeing a wild zone to escape from the identity constructed in the context of 

the patriarchal family. Redefinition of wholeness can be achieved in disorder, wilderness. 

Breaking silence can be devised as a resistance to the hegemonic discourse. The narrator 

wants to “dream” being free from linguistic suppression, psychological repression, and 

                                                             
1 Sexton, A. (n.d.). Housewife by Anne Sexton - Famous poems, famous poets. - All Poetry. Retrieved from 
https://allpoetry.com/Housewife 

https://allpoetry.com/Housewife
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physical oppression. Showalter talks in her “cultural model” about a no-man’s land to 

celebrate the expression of suppressed nostalgia free from “patriarchal methodolatry”. Dream 

space of woman-psyche is the place where the liberating act can be done through resistance 

and the reinvestigation of mythical interpretations, as it can be said: "to become a resisting 

rather than an assenting reader and, by this refusal to assent, to begin the process of 

exorcizing the male mind that has been implanted in us"(Blanchard, 66). The narrator 

expresses: “I can’t be Lakshmi/I will ever fail this endurance test /I have to speak /I have to 

cry /I have to scream/I have to laugh”.  

 

Woman-agency can only decipher the hegemonic ideologies beneath the socially constructed 

myths by questioning the power politics inherent in the matrix of patriarchy. When the 

narrator expresses her desire to sing “the freedom song”, it reminds us VNS Matrix’s slogan: 

"We are the modern cunt/positive anti reason/unbounded unleashed unforgiving"(“VNS 

Matrix”). The “jewels” which represent beauty idealized by the male gaze has to be 

overthrown by the “gypsy spirit” which is the real “wealth”. This “gypsy spirit” is the spark 

of freedom, a fire which can inflame the women’s agency and can unbind Lakhsmi as the title 

suggests itself. The title reminds us of Shelley's poem “Prometheus Unbound”. Prometheus’ 

revolt against god is the revolt against authority which feminists vote for. Lakhsmi’s desire to 

challenge the phallocentric authoritarian dynamics to deconstruct the ideal fabric of women’s 

sphere and to reconstruct a space of freedom beyond the boundaries of order can be 

symbolically related to the challenge of Prometheus against God, the masculine entity. If we 

deconstruct the word “Alakhsmi” we will come across a pejorative implication in the 

mythological interpretation. Alakhsmi can be compared with Rig Vedic goddess Nirrti, 

goddess of the realm of sorrow. In Nirrti there is the absence of “rta” means order and the 

presence of disorder, lawlessness, the disorder, or the wilderness that feminists seek. It also 

recalls in our mind the portrait of Kali, goddess of destruction. In Lina Gupta’s "Kali, the 

Savior" (Gupta, 113), Kali is presented as an iconoclastic figure to decentre gender 

hierarchies in cultural myths. According to her "Kali as a woman, as a wife, knows what her 

status should be. As she dances the dance of de-struction she communicates her responses to 

the way things are and the way they should be. That is, in her destructive dance she creates 

her reality (Dalmiya, 129).  

 

The last line “Trap me if you can!” decanonizes male discourse which determines women’s 

role. The desire of Killing the “angel” and reinstalling the “madwoman” in the female psyche 

is the urge that is sought by the narrator to break the confining space reinforced by the male-

dominant discourse in the cultural dynamics.  
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Abstract: 

Beowulf, the tale of a celebrated hero and slayer of monsters, is the one of the finest and oldest epic 

poems of English literature. This poem was finally written down by an unknown poet after being 

passed on orally from one generation to another for many years. Beowulf has been translated from Old 

English to contemporary English by many scholars and has also been an inspiration for numerous 
films and games. Beowulf gives vivid descriptions of ancient Germanic people, an era of hero-

worshipping, supernatural beliefs and pagan rituals. It offers a re-living of the centuries-long phase of 

transformation of Europe. In this magnificent tale of war between ‘the good and the bad’; the human 
and the monster; the hero and the villain; the saviour and the killer and the stronger and the strongest, 

there are several characters which stand out. Sturla Gunnarsson’s Grendel and Beowulf (2005) and 

Robert Zemeckis’ Beowulf (2007) are well-directed movies based on this famous epic. These movies 
borrow the central idea and characters from the epic while at the same time, also open broader 

doorways to view and interpret the text through variegated lens. This paper aims to compare and 

contrast the portrayal of the four important characters of the epic with these two movies. This paper 

will try to explore the inconsistencies in the depiction of these major characters of this poem in the 
contemporary films.  

Keywords- Beowulf, Hero, Monster, Mother, Film 

 ‘Epic poetry has shaped the way that we perceive our universe. We’ve used these epics to 

justify ourselves…’1 

‘Oral traditional epic is not merely entertainment, as it tends to become in the course of time 

and social change, but has a serious function in society.’2 

                                                             
1 "Looking at Epic Poetry Through 21st-Century Eyes - The New York Times." The New York Times - Breaking 
News, World News & Multimedia. N.p., n.d. Web. 7 Jan. 2020. 
<https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/23/books/epic-poem-boewulf-aeneid-faerie-queene.html> (accessed 
February 15, 2020) 

mailto:trishita34@gmail.com
mailto:piyushhunter23@gmail.com
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/23/books/epic-poem-boewulf-aeneid-faerie-queene.html
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Beowulf emerges from a general background of oral poetry that puts the reader in touch with 

traditional modes of thinking and of perceiving the world.3 The epic retains its archaic 

essence and bears nostalgia of the old English society, with its heroic tales of battles and 

victories that often flout logic. It also acknowledges the fundamental problems of both the 

community and the individual and how to meet and accept them if they cannot be resolved.  

The characters in the epic are multifaceted and every reading of the epic renders new 

meanings to the events. It continues to be ‘culturally productive’4 even today, as the interest 

in popular archaic-heroic fantasy narratives has been rekindled by the Lord of the Rings 

franchise.5 All these contribute to Beowulf's vast appeal till present times and many 

adaptations which have been made based on the story.  

         This paper proceeds to focus on two films, namely Beowulf & Grendel (2005) and 

Beowulf (2007), with the view to compare them to the epic and analyse how they coincide 

with or deviate from the epic. The paper will also explore the portrayal of the four major 

characters namely, Beowulf, Grendel, Hrothgar and Grendel's mother in the films. 

Beowulf- the journey of an epic hero 

"In his far-off home Beowulf, Higlac's 

Follower and the strongest of the Geats-greater 

And stronger than anyone anywhere in this world-"6 

In the epic, the central character of Beowulf has been portrayed in two different phases of his 

life- divided by an interval of fifty years. In the first phase of his life, Beowulf is seen as a 

brave warrior without fear, of any man or monster, in his heart. This aspect of his character 

remains unchanged in both the original poem and the movies. What remains unexplored is 

the driving force behind Beowulf's lust for adventure- whether it is his intrinsic urge to help 

the needy or the hunger for fame and glory in both the epic and the movies. His hunger for 

fame accompanied by pride stays a primary characteristic of his character throughout the 

story-telling. An aspect that has been added to his character is his amorous nature. In 

Gunnarsson's movie, the witch Selma entices Beowulf, while Zemeckis takes Beowulf's 

amorous adventures a notch higher and establishes his relationships with multiple women 

characters. Also, in the 2007 adaptation of the epic, Beowulf is not only hungry for fame but 

                                                                                                                                                                                             
2 Beowulf and Oral Epic Tradition." CHS. N.p., n.d. Web. 20 June 2020. 
<https://chs.harvard.edu/CHS/article/display/6275.4-beowulf-and-oral-epic-tradition> (accessed January 25, 
2020) 
3 Sorrell, Paul. “Oral Poetry and the World of Beowulf,” Oral Tradition. 7(1), 1992, 29 
4 Coles, Jane, and Theo Bryer. "Reading as enactment: transforming Beowulf through drama, film and 
computer game." English in Education 52.1 (2018): 54-66.  
5 "(DOC) ''Beowulf'' and the Influence of Old English on J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings | Hugo J. Morin - 
Academia.edu." Academia.edu - Share Research. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 May 2020. 
<https://www.academia.edu/1567195/Beowulf_and_the_Influence_of_Old_English_on_J.R.R._Tolkien_s_The
_Lord_of_the_Rings> (accessed January 21, 2020) 
6 quoted from Raffel, Burton. Beowulf. New York: New American Library, 1963, 17  

https://chs.harvard.edu/CHS/article/display/6275.4-beowulf-and-oral-epic-tradition
https://www.academia.edu/1567195/Beowulf_and_the_Influence_of_Old_English_on_J.R.R._Tolkien_s_The_Lord_of_the_Rings
https://www.academia.edu/1567195/Beowulf_and_the_Influence_of_Old_English_on_J.R.R._Tolkien_s_The_Lord_of_the_Rings
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also greedy for power. His bargain with Grendel's mother would act as the catalyst behind his 

doom.  

Hrothgar – Is he the Ideal King? 

"Then Hrothgar, taking the throne, led 

The Danes to such glory that comrades and kinsmen 

Swore by his sword…"7 

 

This is how the poet introduces the reader to the just and generous King of the Danes. In 

Beowulf, what marks Hrothgar different from Kings before his time, is the erection of his 

great mead-hall, Herot. He built it with the vision of giving his subjects the gift of joy and 

light, through celebration, where ‘he would share out among young and old all God has given 

him…’8  

         Hrothgar is loved and revered by his people and he 'had power everywhere'9. He too had 

undying concern for his subjects and Grendel's attack on his men had made him grief-

stricken. Sturla Gunnarson's Hrothgar too is not scared of shedding tears. The death of his 

subjects had truly devastated him and he was ready to perform every task to save his kingdom 

from the grip of the monster-he converts himself into Christianity and undergoes Baptism. 

This may prove two things- he was either desperate to save his subjects or too driven to retain 

his reputation as the great king. 

        Gunnarson's Beowulf & Grendel provides an understanding of Hrothgar's character- 

although he is not entirely free of pride and recklessness, he does possess some benevolence 

in his heart, which is depicted in the initial sequences of the 2005 movie, where Hrothgar 

kills Grendel's father but spares young Grendel- 'weakness stopped my sword',10 said he. 

Despite this, he considers Grendel just a monster with no purpose or sentiments; he thrives on 

the denial of having murdered his father.  

         The 2007 adaptation of the epic, directed by Robert Zemeckis, written by Neil Gaiman 

and Roger Avary, makes further additions to the stout-hearted character of Hrothgar; the 

opening scene shows Hrothgar immersed in the intoxication of the mead that his mead-hall 

Herot was popular for. In his words, the hall had been built for 'celebration and fornication'11 

although he hadn't been able to establish a love-laced relationship with his wife. This cinema 

also gives us a glimpse of the luxurious king's bravery, when he stands up against the gigantic 

Grendel, snatching a sword from one of his men, even in his drunken stupor. Yet, Zemeckis's 

Hrothgar stands apart in the way he condemns passive submission to divine powers- 'No, the 

                                                             
7 Raffel, Burton. Beowulf. New York: New American Library, 1963, 110  
8 Chickering, Howell D. Beowulf: A Dual-language Edition. Anchor Canada, 2006 
9 Ibid  
10 itachi. “Beowulf & Grendel Espagnol.” YouTube, uploaded by itachi, 14 Apr. 2015, 
<www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBjFAVah-Vo&t=299s.> (accessed January 23, 2020) 
11 TheFantasyCentral. “Beowulf (2007).” YouTube, uploaded by TheFantasyCentral, 4 Feb. 2011, 
<www.youtube.com/watch?v=DaShOr5AeKA&list=PLTLNwZ6BJw3E4-KIQpvUavf--snQn4Qxx.> (accessed 
February 14, 2020) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBjFAVah-Vo&t=299s.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DaShOr5AeKA&list=PLTLNwZ6BJw3E4-KIQpvUavf--snQn4Qxx.
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gods will do nothing for us that we will not do for ourselves. What we need is a hero'12  -he 

confidently says. Nevertheless, the cinema also shows the fragile and vulnerable side of 

Hrothgar, exposed only to the audience- in his youth he had given in to the temptations 

offered by the appealing form of Grendel's mother and Grendel was the outcome of their 

secret union. Perhaps the lion-hearted monarch wasn't so strong-willed after all and it may be 

inferred that it was this weakness of his that caused the Danes their doom. However, His 

unforeseen death, fit to be called an act of suicide, makes us question whether the generous 

king, with his strengths and weaknesses, deserved such a lowly death.  

Grendel's Mother- The ‘un-named’ monster 

The nameless monster after whom the twelfth chapter of the epic has been named carries on 

the gory legacy of her deceased son, 'and in her dripping claws carries off one-man'.13 The 

absence of a name reflects the apparent fact that she owes her existence in the epic to her son 

Grendel and his death; she is driven by vengeance. Her identity bearing the 'Mother' is also 

indicative of the fact that her act of brutality against Hrothgar's closest friend is not merely 

obtuse savagery. She attacks Herot 'in grief of her son'14, and ‘she does so with notable 

restraint, taking a life for a life’15, says Jacob Howland in his "Beowulf" & history. She has 

been endowed with the human(e) quality of emotions despite being a monster.  Although a 

female, she gave the mighty Beowulf a stiff fight- 'no sword could slice her evil Skin'.16 It 

was the woven metal armour-suit on his chest that saved his life against her. Her death was 

finally caused by a magical sword that Beowulf found, hanging on the wall of the monsters' 

lair. 

         The treatment of her character in the 2005 cinema Beowulf & Grendel is equivalent to 

that in the epic. As in the epic, Grendel's Mother's actions in the movie do not go beyond 

avenging her son's death. She embodies the same emotions as in the original plot and she 

howls in despair.  

        In the 2007 Beowulf, however, director Robert Zemeckis has taken a very distinct and 

discrete course in his treatment of Grendel's Mother- as a shape-shifting, promiscuous 

enchantress. Here, she has been depicted as being involved in an affair with Hrothgar and 

consequently conceiving Grendel as her son. The cinema uses the beautiful, voluptuous, 

beguiling female form of the loathsome sorceress, propelled by greed, stripped off of 

kindness, using deception to flatter their keen interests in destruction.  

                                                             
12 Ibid  
13 Raffel, Burton. Beowulf. New York: New American Library, 1963, 29  
14 Ibid  
15 "“Beowulf“ & History by Jacob Howland | The New Criterion." The New Criterion - A Monthly Review of the 
Arts & Intellectual Life. N.p., n.d. Web. 19 June 2020, 25 
<https://newcriterion.com/issues/2020/6/beowulf-history> (accessed February 16, 2020) 
16 Raffel, Burton. Beowulf. New York: New American Library, 1963, 31 

https://newcriterion.com/issues/2020/6/beowulf-history
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          Zemeckis uses the face of the 2009 'Voted World's Most Beautiful Woman'17 to play 

the role of the monster's mother, who is a Water Demon. However, her rendezvous with 

Beowulf isn't one that ended in bloodshed; he is instead seduced and persuaded into believing 

her promise to make him the King in exchange for the golden drinking horn (a gift from 

Hrothgar) and a son to replace Grendel. Zemeckis here portrays a woman for whom her son's 

death is mournful but her paramount objective is to preserve her bloodline, through seduction 

and bargains. The concluding sequences of the cinema, that show Grendel's mother appearing 

before the ship carrying Beowulf's burning corpse and gives a final kiss before it sinks into 

the sea, followed by her attempts at seducing Beowulf's dear friend and lieutenant Wiglaf, 

remind us of the Sirens of Greek Mythology, who were known for luring sailors to their 

doom, with their enchanting forms and music.  

         The Water Demon, who succeeds in seducing both Hrothgar and Beowulf and acquires 

wealth and motherhood as she desires, brings to light the frailty and weakness in the 

worshipped and celebrated characters of the just King and the Undefeated hero. The glorified 

figure of Hrothgar or the invincible frame of Beowulf is not immune to temptations of 

avarice or fame. 

         Zemeckis's Grendel's Mother somewhat echoes of Shakespeare's Three Witches that 

appear in Macbeth. Just as the Weird Sisters make use of persuasion and deception to lure 

Macbeth to his eventual doom, by fulfilling their trivial promises, Grendel's Mother too leads 

the men to their ruin, in the cinema. She acts as a powerful feminine force, capable of 

rendering masculinity impotent and futile, as both Hrothgar and Beowulf had been rendered 

sterile after their lascivious involvement with her. Simultaneously, she also assumes a 

position much more significant than her son Grendel, rises above the identity of just a 

maternal figure, as in the epic. Her tales of causing ruin precedes Grendel's birth and stretches 

past his death.  

Grendel – Just a vile monster or…?  

The first chapter of the epic is titled The Monster Grendel and the monster has been 

introduced as ‘growled in pain’18 due to the celebratory noise that Hrothgar's subjects created 

in Herot. This monstrous creature of nature has been soon described most viciously, as being 

'conceived by a pair of those monsters born of Cain'19. In most parts of the epic, he carries out 

his reign of terror and blood, slaughtering Danes in their sleep, until Herot stood empty and 

silent for twelve winters. Although he never dared to touch Hrothgar's Throne, which was 

believed to have been protected by God, the ‘mankind's enemy’20 continued satiating his 

thirst for blood, by killing as many Danes as he could at nightfall. 

                                                             
17 "Angelina Jolie Is the Most Beautiful Woman in the World." Vanity Fair. N.p., n.d. Web. 22 June. 2020. 
<https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2009/04/angelina-jolie-is-the-most-beautiful-woman-in-the-world> 
(accessed January 28, 2020) 
18 Raffel, Burton. Beowulf. New York: New American Library, 1963, 14 
19 Ibid 
20 Ibid, 17 

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2009/04/angelina-jolie-is-the-most-beautiful-woman-in-the-world
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         Beowulf's victory against Grendel and Grendel's miserable death shows that the 

anonymous poet was not inclined at rendering any depth to the character of the rogue 

monster, the is only instrumental in bringing to light the pre-eminent gallantry of the epic 

hero. Nonetheless, Jacob Howland in "Beowulf" & History writes- 'Beowulf and Grendel are 

cousins, branches split off from the same trunk by the primal eldest sin. The family 

resemblance is strong',21 a resemblance deduced from their inhuman strength and their bloody 

involvements.  

         In 2007's Beowulf, Robert Zemeckis does not drift too far in his portrayal of Beowulf; 

he is nothing beyond a gruesome, malformed troll-like monster, possessing horrific strength, 

with the only weakness of hypersensitive hearing. Although his presence in the cinema is 

brief, it is appalling and vile. However, the final glimpses of him in his den, when he 

painfully submits to death, are rather paltry and evoke pity. 

         The ‘vicious monster’22 on a mission to ravage the Danes, has been made one of the 

titular characters in Sturla Gunnarsson's Grendel & Beowulf, alongside the hero Beowulf. 

The movie, like in the epic, does not begin in medias res23, in order to offer a complete 

insight into the process of Grendel becoming the murderous monster. Young Grendel is 

introduced in the movie as a witness to the killing of his Troll father by the Danes, led by 

Hrothgar. Although Hrothgar spares his life, he spends his days nurturing the plan for 

avenging his father's murder, due to merely crossing paths with the Danes. The 'monster' is 

seen mourning for his father, expressing his agony through deafening howls. He begins 

executing his plans for vengeance when he grows big and strong, but he proves he is not just 

a bloodthirsty monster that kills for pleasure. With the arrival of Beowulf to Denmark, it is 

revealed that only able-bodied soldiers fall prey to Grendel's vicious claws in the dark of the 

night. When Beowulf follows Grendel into the bewilderment, with the hope to fight him, the 

gibberish-uttering monster refuses to fight back as he was not a Dane and had done him no 

wrong. This instance renders the line separating humans from monsters obscure and 

Grendel's character evokes pity and sympathy, instead of abhorrence. Eventually, he also 

proves to be a creature possessing libido; he fathers a child with a witch named Selma, a 

character who appears only in Gunnarsson's adaptation of the epic. Gunnarsson carefully 

creates a monster with a past that shapes him into the grinder that he had become. This 

character raises doubts about the societal notions of the 'monster' and the 'human'. 

                                                             
21 "“Beowulf“ & History by Jacob Howland | The New Criterion." The New Criterion - A Monthly Review of the 
Arts & Intellectual Life. N.p., n.d. Web. 19 June 2020, 25 
<https://newcriterion.com/issues/2020/6/beowulf-history> (accessed February 19, 2020) 
22 "In Beowulf, is Grendel an Actual Monster, a Wicked Man, or a Symbol of Immorality?" ENotes. N.p., n.d. 
Web. 25 May 2020. 
<https://www.enotes.com/homework-help/beowulf-grendel-an-actual-monster-wicked-man-1073168> 
(accessed February 25, 2020) 
23 In medias res (Latin: "in the midst of things") is the practice of beginning an epic or other narrative without 
any introduction, in or into the middle of a plot.  
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Beowulf is still considered the ‘greatest of the surviving works of ancient English poetic 

art.’24 It is a timeless and classic representation of themes like good vs. evil, strength and 

skill, courage, honour et al. Although the movies do uphold these themes with clarity, they do 

not give merit to the epic in the manner in which the characters have been portrayed in the 

movies. There are also significant altercations in the story. Despite promising attempts, both 

the movies fall short in portraying the same vigour and intensity that the original narrative 

embodies. As Richmond Lattimore has stated in his On Classical and English Poetry, ‘It is 

the original poets, not the derivative, who best represent their age...’25 The movies have, to 

some extent, striped the major characters of their honour and principles, in an attempt to 

endow them with additional human qualities. In the vintage story of Beowulf, Beowulf 

embodies the true characteristics of an epic hero. He is selfless and empathetic and his 

fidelity to the heroic code of honour made him into the hero that he is known as today. The 

movies do not depict Beowulf in the same heroic manner; he is more proud, avaricious, 

arrogant and sexual. The movies also take away the prestige and worth that Hrothgar's 

character deserves. They do not succeed in conveying the true themes of the classic story 

meritoriously. Following the oral traditional character, the medieval English epic not only 

provides a ‘cohesive vision for society’26, but also creates opportunities for every generation 

of readers to envision it anew. Consequently, the ‘villains’ (Grendel and Grendel’s Mother) 

in the films have been given ‘persuasive emotional back stories’27 and this has unfurled 

newer avenues for further imagination and elucidation.  
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Abstract:  
  
How do eating disorders inform and reveal themselves in works of poetry, such as Marianne 
Moore’s “Pigeons?” Using archival research at The Rosenbach Museum in Philadelphia along with 
medical texts and theories of the 1930s – 40s, this paper considers one of Moore’s lesser known, 
uncollected poems as a means of teasing out how eating disorders play a prevalent role in her oeuvre. 
Disorders and diseases such as depression, anxiety, and addiction have received plenty of attention 
as a lens to approaching a poet’s work. However, eating disorders are largely left out of these types 
of analyses, mirroring the unfortunate fact that eating disorders today are the deadliest, most under-
diagnosed, and under-insured of any mental disorder. Such an oversight is glaring, particularly 
considering how relevant food and hunger are as symbolism in poetry. Failing to incorporate the 
role(s) eating disorders may play in a likely anorectic’s work (Moore’s) leaves a gaping disparity in a 
poet’s or poem’s comprehensive literary analysis. This paper aims to play a role in filling this 
disparity by focusing on eating disorders as lens with Moore’s work. 

 
Keywords: Poetry, Marianne Moore, eating disorders, anorexia, mental health. 

 

“There is nothing I dislike more than the exposé,” Marianne Moore revealed in a 1958 

article titled “I, too, dislike poetry” for The Christian Science Monitor (Moore, 7).Three years 

later in 1961, Donald Hall interviewed Moore and asked her when she started to see poetry as 

“world-shaking” (Moore, 4). Her first inclination was to protest “Never!” but it did not take 

much prodding for Hall to uncover the truth. “This sounds rather pathetic,” she 

confessed.“Bizarre as well—I think verse perhaps was for me the next best thing to [fiction] 

… I think I was all too truthful.”  

 

Moore was in her seventies when she wrote “I, too, dislike poetry” and was 

interviewed by Hall. As is often the case, in her twilight years she had become increasingly 

transparent and forthcoming. It is more than truthfulness, but a personal truthfulness, that is 

at the heart of Moore’s poetry throughout her life, which is explored in “Pigeons” (Moore, 

61) in this paper. “Pigeons” serves as an early clue to myriad struggles Moore faced 

throughout her life, each intricately interconnected, including: eating disorders, sexuality, and 

gender identification. Each of these issues was staunchly shushed during her lifetime, but 

perhaps poetry allowed for a means of self-inspection and truthfulness. 
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Moore was not what some critics have called “distant from her own contemporary 

concerns” (Bazin, 3). She did not craft her poetry through what has been called a “detached 

viewpoint” (Weinstein, 375). Her poems were not “bloodless,” as others have claimed 

(Wasserstrom, 262). Moore was an ardent, self-proclaimed observer who went so far as to 

title her first authorized collection Observations (1924), wherein 18 of the collection’s 55 

poems included the personal “I,” “me,” or “my.” She was inarguably an observer, but we 

must not forget that observations can begin internally before being projected into—and 

onto—our external world. Of course, observations are also dependent on where a person is 

situated. 

 

One should examine Moore, her work, and her poetic drafts not from a strictly 

biographical stance, but rather by a method of uncovering. Sometimes it is the undercurrents 

of a poet’s works and efforts that reveal their true nature below the surface. Elizabeth 

Gregory was correct when she claimed that, for years, “critics worked under the biased 

misimpression that Moore essentially had no personal story” (Gregory, 4). It is those personal 

stories puzzled inside her poems that will be pieced together in this paper, including the 

likelihood of Moore having suffered from an eating disorder (ED). This is a poet who 

intentionally designed her verse to veil. She created in her poetry vast shadows and cubbies 

where she could camouflage her true self in metaphor and allegory, only revealing her 

authenticity to those readers who delved deep between the lines—and, perhaps, resonated 

with what they found.  

Moore was essentially two people. One is the drug-addled, hidden, inner self on an 

endless mission toward perfectionism through medications, supplements, and tonics. This is 

demonstrated in her own archiving of numerous health clippings and prescriptions that she 

saved until her death. (needs a parenthetical intro to the following pic) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Image one: An example of one of many clippings Moore saved in her personal files relating to health and 
wellness. Dyspepsia is a common co-morbidity with anorexia, and was known as such during Moore's lifetime 
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(Shiner, 1957 313). This clipping is held at the Rosenbach Museum in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. All photos 
from the Rosenbach Museum have received permissions. 

 

 

Her personal archiving was extensive, inching towards mania and obsession. 
Such characteristics can also be found in Moore’s drafts and personal letters, 
particularly when discussing food. Mania and anorexia are established co-
morbidities, and this was known during Moore’s lifetime. A 1904 article stressed the 
importance of recognizing signs of mental disorders that presented in physical 
manners. The case example was a patient who presented with anorexia and 
insomnia (insomnia being yet another anorectic co-morbidity) along with a “mean 
attack of acute mania” (Clouston, 207).  

 
The details of Moore’s food binges were exclusively shared with her brother, 

John Warner Moore, throughout her life, which suggests she feared reprimand if her 
mother, Mary Moore, knew of such gluttony. On 6 October 1940, she shared with her 
brother, “The shood was (much liquor), baked ham, string beans, potato balls in 
bread crumbs, celery & Roquefort cheese, hot rolls, rye crisp, peace ice cream, layer 
cake & coffee” ( Moore, 403). “Schood” was Moore’s parlance for food, and perhaps 
a way of distancing herself (and her indulgences) from the food and act of eating.  

These are examples of the personal side of Moore that are not obviously 
present in her poetry. The other half of Moore, the public poet, has been perceived 
by many as cold and distant—but look closer. Moore hid her revealing verse with a 
sturdy carapace, leaving a trail of hints and clues. There are certainly elements of 
dramatisation and problematizing in Moore’s poetry, just as it is common for many 
people’s journals s to bloat with exaggeration. However, much like the ciphers 
attached to carrier pigeons during both World Wars, at the centre of Moore’s poems 
are private revelations written in a poetic code. 

 
Marianne Moore’s own “Pigeons” was published by Poetry magazine but was 

never included in any of her collections—at least not in any version close to its Poetry 
incarnation. Although Moore’s Selected Poems (1935) was published the same year as 
“Pigeons,” Moore did not find it fitting for the book. Perhaps it simply did not work 
with the other poems, or maybe Moore thought that it needed more work—over a 
decade’s worth of work. The poem actually does manifest itself again 14 years later as 
the more succinct and desperate “O to be a Dragon” (Moore, 22). 

 
Understanding the full arc of this poem’s evolution requires one to begin with 

the early, partial draft held at the Rosenbach Museum in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
The notebook page with the poem’s draft contains just eight lines that inspire 
“Pigeons,” but even within these few lines her focus on placement, sequencing, and 
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omissions are pertinent (Moore VII:04:07 0035-recto). Below, consider the two 
different versions of “Pigeons.” The first is the published version in Poetry followed 
by the draft of the poem held at the Rosenbach Museum: 

 

Older than the ancient Greeks, than 
Solomon, the pigeon family is a  
ramifying one, a  
banyan of banyans; to begin  

with, bluish slate,  
 but with ability. Modesty cannot dull 
 the lustre of the pigeon 
 swift and sure, coming quickest and  
straightest just after a storm. (Moore, 61) 
 
before Solomon older than Solomon 
than the ancient greeks the pigeon 
family old & honorable 

   proud famous 
of race older than the greeks, than Solomon, 
the homing the pigeon–modest bird one 

    family –modest one 
   w/ a pale seam of ending the 2 halves 
    (Moore VII:04:07, 0035-recto) 
 

The draft starts with the conundrum of whether to begin the poem with 
“before” or “older.” Moore ultimately opted for “older” in the poem’s published 
form. She scratches out the first two words of the “Pigeons” draft (“before 
Solomon”) and there are seven additional omissions in the sparse eight lines. (needs 
a parenthetical intro to the following pic) 

 

Image two: Moore’s draft of “Pigeons,” in The Marianne Moore Collection held at the Rosenbach Museum 

(Moore VII:04:07 0035-recto). 
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Deleting is a natural and common part of the editing process, but in looking at 
the choices of Moore’s deleted words there are telling clues of her internal 
processes—both in terms of her writing and possible ED mechanisms. She herself 
claimed that “to delete is the instantaneous cure,” which further marries the worlds 
of writing and health (Moore, 2). The deleted words and phrases in her draft of 
“Pigeons” include “before,” “Solomon,” “of race,” “modest bird,” and “modest 
one.” Moore twice deleted the adjective “modest” in the draft, initially describing 
the pigeon as a “modest bird” and “modest one,” but made the word a noun in the 
final draft with the line “Modesty cannot dull the lustre of the pigeon.” Both modest 
and modesty imply moderation, limitation, a lack of excess or amount, and 
smallness, all of which mirror the aims of an ED. Omissions and deletions are also 
inherently a process and goal of those with an eating disorder (ED) such as anorexia 
nervosa (anorexia) and bulimia nervosa (bulimia).  

Modesty can also be a means of deflecting sexual attention or an attempt to 
appear chaste. Moore’s appearance remained exceptionally modest her entire life. 
Moore is not known to have taken any lovers, and there is evidence and debate 
surrounding her sexuality and possible lesbianism. Her seemingly strict observance 

of modesty also at least partially stemmed from the fact that her mother “subscribed 
to a Victorian understanding of childhood” and often urged her daughter (even 
while Moore was in college) to “be a little child again,” which may be a root cause of 
Moore saying repeatedly as an adult that she “felt as old at thirteen as she ever 
would again” (Leavall, 45). Moore’s commitment to her family, and especially her 
mother, remained steadfast throughout her life, perhaps to a damaging degree. Such 
dedication, the unique makeup of her family dynamics, and perhaps an underlying 
desire to claim independence can be found in the early draft of “Pigeons.” Between 
the deleted word pairings “modest bird” and “modest one” are the words “one 
family.” If Moore saw herself as the singular pigeon in her poem, doubly modest, 
she existed only within the construct of “one” single family made up of an 
overbearing mother, a brother, and (for much of Moore’s upbringing) her mother’s 
lover Mary Norcross. Moore attempts to delete the twinned modesty in the early 
draft of “Pigeons,” but the term persisted in a new incarnation in the final version—
though in an entirely different context: 

Modesty cannot dull 
   the lustre of the pigeon 
 swift and sure, coming quickest and  
straightest just after a storm. (Moore, 120) 
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The final published version of “Pigeons” turned the “modest bird” into one sporting 
a rich lustre that not even the most fervent of modesty could dull.  

Moore imbued the bird with power, control, and certainty, as well as the 
ability to move especially fast after a “storm,” an event that can be seen as suggestive 
of two types of challenges. First, the pigeon can shine and is visible even within the 
most difficult and chaotic of situations. This is reflective of Moore’s professional life 
despite what many would consider an oppressive, co-dependent family structure. 
Second, the storm could be the deepest pits of mental illness. Nothing equates so 
clearly to freedom as a bird—even one so often considered as lowly and common as 
a pigeon. The two types of storms Moore may be describing might also intersect. 
During the 1930s, medical experts were aware of the influence of family structure on 
anorectics. A 1931 pamphlet outlined the various views different doctors had of 
anorexia, and “while differing on some points, all [the doctors] lay stress on the 
ætiological importance of adverse external environment and agree that 

the symptoms concerned have the character of protest against authority” (Brierley, 
63).  

One critic has suggested that most of Moore’s poems in the 1930s, including 
“Pigeons,” are a “simple” illustration of reflection and mimesis coupled with 
“deadness” and a loss of power (Heuving, 155). The loss of power is certainly in 
keeping with how many anorectics perceive and design their lives, and of course 
“deadness” is the result of successful anorexia. In fact, feeling “dead” and “not 
human” were recurring descriptions of an anorexia case in 1942 (Moulton, 281). 
Heuving points to the lines in “Pigeons” that describe a “Mocker with one eye / 
destroyed” as evidence (Heuving, 155). No other direct lines from the poem are 
mentioned. Heuving states, that such lines while symbolic, are overwhelmed 
with“deadness,” but she also takes the Mocker lines completely out of context. The 
specific pigeon Moore writes of in this line was Cher Ami, a working homing pigeon 
in World War I. Cheri Ami helped save 194 soldiers even after she—as the pigeon 
was a female (though Moore mis-gendered the bird)—lost not only an eye, but also a 
leg and was shot in the chest. Cher Ami survived her injuries and became an 
acclaimed war heroine that made numerous headlines. The complete stanza, ignored 
by Heuving, reads: 

The great 
lame ware hero Cher Ami, the  
Lost Battalion’s giant bird; and  
Mocker with one eye 
 Destroyed, delivering his dispatch  
To his superiors; (Moore, 120) 
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It is clear upon inspection of Moore’s complete description of Cher Ami that the poet 
admired the pigeon for her strength, courage, and fortitude. The pigeon in its 
entirety was far from destroyed. Moore even describes the pigeon as “giant,” though 
female pigeons are smaller than males and Cher Ami was an average-sized bird for 

her species. However, it is curious that a poet as fastidious as Moore, particularly 
when it came to nature, mistook the pigeon for a male—if it was, in fact, a mistake. 
Maybe it was a type of Freudian slip or, as McCabe may have preferred, a Darwinian 
slip. McCabe argues that Moore’s “Pigeons” is an important part of the “queer 
lineage” between the poet and Darwin (of whom Moore was an ardent reader), and 
that both Darwin and the pigeon motif were critical influences on Moore as a 
“modern queer poet” (McCabe, 555). Perhaps the mis-gendering was an instance of 
Moore again closely relating to the pigeon which was biologically female but was, in 
Moore’s eyes, male. Moore adopted the male pronoun and a masculine nickname for 
herself (most often Rat) within her family at the onset of puberty and this remained 
so throughout her life (Gregory, 17). She and her brother called themselves 

“brothers” to one another and “uncles” to their mother, further exacerbating the 
family dysfunctions (Leavell, 49). 

It is no surprise that Moore paid homage to the unremarkable pigeon. The 
poet, who spent most of her adult life in New York City, would have been familiar 
with the pervasive rats-with-wings that occupy every nook and cranny from the 
subways to the gardens and building ledges. Aligning herself with a pigeon, which 
she described in her poetry as an especially under-estimated and overlooked fowl, 
makes perfect sense. Pigeons are very location-specific in terms of their nests, and 
pigeon chicks (squabs) simply cannot survive without their parents. Compared to 
other birds, pigeon parents are very doting, and squabs are highly dependent, 
staying in their nest up to two weeks longer than most comparable birds. However, 
if Moore did indeed see herself as a pigeon in 1935, she re-imagined herself 24 years 
later as a different type of winged creature of a more fantastical, impressive variety. 
Moore’s poem “O to Be a Dragon,” also the title of her 1959 book, echoes the first 
two lines of “Pigeons” with a reference to Solomon and reads, in its entirety: 

 

If I, like Solomon, … 
could have my wish— 

 
my wish … O to be a dragon, 

a symbol of the power of Heaven—of silkworm 
size or immense; at times invisible. 

Felicitous phenomenon! (Moore, 9) 
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The poem is the ardent hope of a 72-year-old single, now-motherless poet and not an 
evolution in her life. Even in her wildest fantasies and wishes, size mattered. Most 
people imagine dragons as huge behemoths, but Moore claimed that she would have 
been equally satisfied to be a dragon the size of a silkworm.  

If Moore wrote herself metaphorically into her poems, first as a pigeon and 
then as a dragon, shrinking herself to the size of a silkworm, she aligned herself with 
the belief at the time that anorexia was a means to “prevent growing up” (Moulton, 
293). During the 1940s, doctors studying EDs were also beginning to record the 
fantasies of their patients, with one case study revealing a woman who saw herself 
“like a little beast who wanted to eat up and tear up everything and everybody” 
(Lorand, 312). Such a description is fitting of any dragon, regardless of size. 
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Abstract: 

 
The description and textual interpretation of the characteristics of a text highlights and takes into 

account how it is written in the form of a visual message. What any form of textual analysis conveys 

is that, it throws a resourceful light upon the structural, symbolic and functional qualities available in 
the text. Textual analysis helps to understand the language, symbols, pictures, and other information 

contained in the texts with a purpose to get knowledge about the ways people communicate through 

their language and their experiences. The analysis of a poem also involves in-depth analysis, placing 
great emphasis on its elements, e.g. rhyme and meter, and contribution of these elements to the 

meaning of a poem. It often explores the context in which a poem was written with the purpose of 

analyzing it in a new and unexpected way. This paper aims at the textual analysis of the “Full moon 

and Little Frieda” written by Ted Hughes. The analysis concludes that the poem is a vivid description 
of excitement that Hughes is experiencing while observing Frieda’s sudden joy and amusement 

towards the moon which appears against the canvas of picturesque English countryside. The paper 

further concludes that Hughes suggests a relationship between humans and nature, and the enormous 
world which is formed by tiny objects and describes the natural world that he sees and what Frieda 

sees. 

Keywords: Textual analysis, Full Moon and Little Frieda, Ted Hughes, Sylvia Plath, Text 

analysis 

Description and interpretation of the characteristics of a text whether it is written in 

the form of a visual message is called textual analysis. Through textual analysis, the content, 

structure, and functions contained in a text are analyzed. As someone’s language is an index 

of mind, examining the word choices helps to understand insights into the speaker or the 

writer’s character. So textual analysis aims at understanding how people think and act, 

through studying their discourse patterns (Frey et al. 1999; Inayat 24). The textual analysis 

helps to understand the language, symbols, pictures, and other information contained in the 

texts with a purpose to get knowledge about the ways people communicate through their 

language and their experiences. This information can be sought from the apparent body of the 

text, starting from literal meaning and going through its subtext. All sorts of symbolism, 

assumptions, and values which are possibly revealed through a text is included in this type of 

analysis (Caulfield, 2019). 

 

Different fields of text have different methods and aims of textual analysis. Usually, 

the aim is to establish a connection between the text and the context whether it is social, 
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political, cultural, or artistic. A text can be written, e.g. a book, an email, or a transcribed 

conversation or an object, meaningful and significant, and intended to be deeply interpreted 

such as a movie, an image, or even a place. As the methods of text analysis differ, the 

analysis of a poem focuses on the imagery, the narrative perspective, and the structure of the 

poem making the approach of the textual analysis creative and qualitative in this context. The 

analysis of a poem also involves in-depth analysis, placing great emphasis on its elements, 

e.g. rhyme and meter, and contribution of these elements to the meaning of a poem. It often 

explores the context in which a poem was written with the purpose of analyzing it in a new 

and unexpected way (Frey et al., 1999). 

Drifting into the realms of the non-industrial serenity of the country life in “Full Moon 

and Little Frieda:” 

“Full moon and Little Frieda” is probably written during Hughes’ stay at Court Green 

(italicized) in Devon with Sylvia Plath. This was the year 1962 when Frieda was merely two-

year-old. They had the opportunity to observe Frieda’s physical and mental growth. 

Observing their daughter possibly resulted in creative energy in them and writing of many 

poems consequently. It seems that this poem was written after Sylvia’s death as it was 

published in Wodwo (italicized) in 1967. Hughes did not normally involve his family in his 

poetry, so in this regard, this is an important poem written by him. He only published his 

acclaimed Birthday Letters (italicized) in 1998, his death year that was written on memories 

of Sylvia Plath. In Sylvia Plath's poems, the moon was a significantly strong ‘mother 

symbol.’ Frieda as a motherless child is communicating with ‘mother symbol’ in this poem 

and the symbol is also communicating with her. Hughes seems to be lamenting that the 

mother cannot see her daughter communicating and establishing a relationship with the moon 

(Scutter, 2011). 

 

This poem shows a once happy time in his life with Frieda and describes the moon 

rising, and looking down everything, especially Frieda and she looking at the moon with 

wonder. The poem shows the beauty of nature and suggests that this enormous world is 

formed from many intricate parts. The poem is a vivid description of excitement that Hughes 

is experiencing while observing Frieda’s sudden joy and amusement towards the moon which 

appears on the picturesque countryside canvas of England. It is the evening time and the cows 

are returning home. The countryside is about to be covered by the evening dew and the first 

star of the evening is about to appear. Frieda, suddenly, seeing the full moon, exclaims 

“moon!” in childish joy (Gilbert, 2012; Caulfield, 2019).   

The first stanza line ‘Cool small evening shrunk to a dog bark and the clank’ suggests 

a sense of touch connected to a sense of hearing. ‘Shrunk’ - evening is getting darker and this 

shows that perhaps there is the suggestion of having to rely on other senses ‘dog bark and the 

clank of a bucket’ - introduces one of the poem’s main themes, which is the idea of humanity 

and its relationship with mother nature (Caulfield, 2019). 

 

The second stanza is an appeal to the hearing sense of the reader. Frieda is enchanted 

by the sounds around her - a sense of wonder and amazement. It represents the idea that 

nature is made up of small things to form something beautiful. ‘Dew’s touch’ represents 
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something pure, so it suggests that Frieda is pure. It may also suggest the life’s cycle as the 

dew’s touch is the start of the day. ‘Pale’ suggests milk that can appeal white, maybe Frieda 

who is pure and innocent. If the sky is reflected in milk, it will seem really different from 

normal. This means that the poet is suggesting that we should look at things differently. 

 

The last two lines state that the moon is looking down from the sky like an artist. 

Stepping back and amazed as if he is admiring a painting just completed. The poet has also 

created a beautiful painting with his words describing the beautiful English countryside. 

Likewise, the moon with its beautiful moonlight has painted a picture in which the central 

attraction is Frieda (Scutter, 2011). 

 

The poem depicts a typical English countryside scene with cows moving at dusk. 

Through father-daughter intimacy, the reader comes to know the intimacy of nature and 

humanity. This intimacy is however deeply integrated with an element of mystery and 

reciprocity because Frieda as a child is triumphant in understanding the identity of an object 

of nature, and nature recognizes something in humanity. This imagery makes the poem going 

beyond its geography, without disturbing the previous impression it has left on the reader. 

The relationship of art and the artist is understood and the relationship of the artist with the 

audience is also comprehendible by a simple phrase, a glance, or a rush. These relationships 

are the mirrors, held up against nature which makes it a ‘Full’ poem knowing the value of 

“Little” things. In this way, a true but unearthly moment is withdrawn from history (Gilbert, 

2012). 

 

The evening portrayed in the poem is not an unusual evening as evenings are usually 

the cooler part of the day. The poet calls it cool (italicized). When he says that the evening is 

small (italicized) perhaps it means that it is also insignificant with respect to what is going on. 

Then the day is shrunk, (italicized) because the light or the earth may be shrinking because of 

each other.  In fact, there is nothing visual because the evening is reduced and limited to 

fewer sounds and noises. However, these are strong enough sounds and might be given 

attention. The presence of Frieda is added to the unseen bucket and dog and she is listening to 

these two sounds. Small (italicized) evening and little Frieda are blended together because the 

evening has become small for the little child (Scutter, 2011). The usage of “you” as a 

pronoun may add the audience to the scene also (Frey et al., 1999). 

 

Hughes creates a mysterious yet calm atmosphere by raising the excitement of the 

reader line by line. It seems that after hearing the dog and the bucket, Frieda is tense and on 

guard for something to happen which Hughes intuitively knows. He keeps this suspense by 

continuing to describe the sounds in a soundless night. The bucket is clanking under a tap and 

the full pail is lifted with the care that no water is spilled. Frieda is listening to these sounds 

of the dusk. This may be a mirror for Frieda but not a mirror in the dark. It will actually 

become a mirror when the first star of the evening will give it its light because the water is 

tempted to see the star itself. The water in the bucket is related to a mirror in the sense of 

reflecting the stars in the sky (Gilbert, 2012). 
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The image of the cows creates the rural setting in the poem through the words “going 

home” “looping the hedges” or “warm wreaths of breath.” The alliteration in this line creates 

a soft, warm tone. The cows, because of their color, are related to “Dark River of blood” and 

there is a pessimistic tone of death. The boulders may represent the difficulties in life and 

“balancing unspilled milk” may be the struggle to survive, making a direct connection with 

Hughes’ experiences. When the line about cows that are sending their warm breath into the 

hedges is read, the reader gets an idea about the height of the hedge. Hughes has been 

viewing the cows and Frieda’s exclamation, but Frieda is only viewing and excited about 

what she has discovered, something that she can name. The moon has suddenly appeared 

from the cloud giving subtle paint to the countryside. The moon also seems quite amazed at 

discovering the little fascinated Frieda. The line, ‘Moon!’ you cry suddenly, ‘Moon! Moon!’ 

is perhaps the climax of this poem. In this way, this magical moment is also pregnant with 

suspense. 

 

Frieda as a little child, when she sees the Moon for the first time, gives such reaction 

while the Moon has been personified as an artist gazing at his artwork symbolizing Hughes as 

a father observing his child’s growing up. The Moon is the center of this moment. At his 

moment, the moon may also symbolize the mother as the creator of her daughter. 

 

Little moments in life like a dog bark, clank of a bucket, or a child’s seeing something 

in nature for the first time, are important. In this way, it is a ‘Full’ poem depicting the value 

of “Little” things of life. The hyphen and stanza break before the line “And you listening.” 

The brevity found in it in contrast to the first line creates a picture that shows Hughes’ love 

for his daughter. The pronoun ‘you’ shows that the focus of Frieda’s fascination is on the 

insignificant noises of the countryside. There is a sequence found in the closely related 

images because Hughes notices a “spider’s web” and a “pail” developing a setting and 

appearing contradictorily. The fragility of the web is contradictory to the heavy industrialism 

of the pail, yet they are closely linked through the words “tense” and “still.” Moreover, both 

images are closely associated with water through the words “dew” and the “brimming.” 

Further, both wait for quiet, yet beautiful, miracles of nature. “Touch” maybe the miracles of 

nature, maybe the “touch” of the first dew, or the reflected “tremor” of a star which makes 

the surface of the water a “mirror. A lively world is created, therefore, because this frequent 

personification which is linked by subtly distant alliteration of ‘t,’ may also represent Frieda 

herself as metaphors. The fragility of the web is like Frieda’s being “little,” and waiting for 

the appearing of the moon as the web waits for the dew’s touch (Gilbert, 2012). 

A huge thematic shift is observed in the shift from second to the third stanza of the poem. 

This shift is from the theme of stillness to the theme of movement, from innocence to the 

experience, and from the beauty of life to the terror of death. There is a contrast between the 

relatively short lines and the sudden length of the first line of stanza two which creates a 

picture of an increase in pace and a resuming of time. The breaks in the lines of the first 

stanza promote stillness, pauses, contemplation, and expectation. Suddenly, cows that portray 

a threatening image of the “dark river of blood” create a continual flow. Their breath 

imagined as “wreaths” contributes to a funereal image. There is a thematic contrast between 

many things opposite in nature and characteristics, such as the innocence and the experience, 
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Hugh as a father and Frieda as a little daughter. The world is differently perceived by Hughes 

as an adult from the perception of the world by Frieda. Hughes is unable to perceive the 

innocent beauty of the elements of nature i.e. the stars and the dew. He cannot enjoy the 

sound of their words like his daughter who exclaims “moon” a further three times. She cannot 

imagine the slaughter of cattle or the spilling of milk. Hughes is establishing a connection 

between earth and space through writing that the water in the pail can “tempt the first star to a 

tremor,” although the reader knows that it is only the shaking reflection of the star. Frieda 

amazed at the moon, and the moon ‘gazing amazed’ back at Frieda also establishes the 

connection between earth and space. The moon is personified as an artist through the verb 

‘gazing.’ It implies that this artist cannot take away his eyes off his fabulous creation 

(Gilbert, 2012). 

The textual analysis of a poem usually focused on its imagery and narrative 

perspective. It further explains the structure of the poem making its approach creative and 

qualitative in nature. It involves an in-depth analysis of texts in which emphasis remains on 

elements of a poem such as its rhyme and meter. “Full Moon and Little Frieda” shows a once 

happy time in Ted Hughes’ life with Frieda and describes her recognizing of the moon with 

wonder. Textual analysis of the poem shows the beauty of nature and suggests that this 

enormous world is formed from many intricate parts. It is a vivid description of excitement 

that Hughes is experiencing while observing Frieda’s sudden joy and amusement towards the 

moon which appears against the canvas of picturesque English countryside. Hughes suggests 

a relationship between humans and nature, and the enormous world which is formed by tiny 

objects and describes the natural world that he sees and what Frieda sees. 
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Abstract 

The need    for poetry and poets in society has been debated since Plato’s age. But at no time perhaps, 

its significance can be questioned as much as it has been during a crisis that demands immediate and 

concrete solutions and aid, like a pandemic. However, on the contrary, the current coronavirus 

pandemic necessitating social isolation and countrywide lockdowns has witnessed a sudden surge in 

the production of ‘social-media poetry’. The legitimacy of such poetry has often been debated but 

their popularity has proved that they are far from irrelevant. This paper intends to study two such viral 

poems, ‘Lockdown’ By Richard Hendrick and ‘The First Lines of Emails I’ve Received While 

Quarantining’ by Jessica Salfia. Unlike the poem-posts by popular Instapoets, these unembellished 

poems are by persons from ordinary walks of life with no aspiration to be a professional or famous.   

The objective is to explore the kind of sentiments readers are falling for at such an epoch shifting time 

as this and the new directions such poems indicate for contemporary poetry.  The study also 

emphasizes that poetry as a genre is not just relevant but is perhaps more ‘essential’ than it has been in 

recent history in the wake of such viral poetry during the uncertainties of a pandemic.   

Keywords: Pandemic, Viral, Social Media, Poetry, Covid 19 Poems 

Time and again, since Plato’s age, poetry as a genre or poets have been accused of 

being irrelevant and useless. An incendiary 1988 essay by American essayist Joseph Epstein, 

‘Who Killed Poetry?” accuses contemporary poetry of being mediocre and responsible for 

killing the genre (Epstein ,Web). Another essay by Diana Gioga published three years later, 

titled “Can Poetry Matter” charged contemporary poetry for being too isolated and invisible 

(Gioia , Web). Recognized poetry toward the later half of the twentieth century emerged only 

from professors and students of literature (Wilcox ,Web). This phenomenon has been partly 

checked with the advent of the internet and social media at our fingertips in the twenty-first 

century. However, it is during a crisis that demands immediate and concrete solutions and 

aid, like a pandemic when the significance of poetry can be questioned most. Much like 

humanities as a discipline in modern times, poetry has been perceived to be a luxury more 

than a necessity. It was perhaps to be relegated to frivolity, something non-essential at a time, 

when only ‘essential’ services and products are required. Nevertheless, evidence shows that 

the demand for poetry has increased in recent pandemic-stricken times. There have been 

writings about policemen using poems for exercising control or celebrities and even children 

writing poems on coronavirus or to thank health workers, not to mention the spawning of 

online poetry writing contests and poetry reading sessions. The world presently reeling under 
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the severe and indefatigable coronavirus pandemic, has seen a sudden rise in the circulation 

of online poetry (Cyril, Web).As the serious levels of the virus’ contagiousness shut down the 

major countries across the world, quarantined millions of people, internet and social media 

became the only channels of human communication. Hence it is not a surprise that the much-

condescended genre of ‘social media poetry’, or even poetry circulated online became the 

primary source for a people hungry for comfort and connection. This paper intends to 

highlight two such social-media poems not so much to assess their poetic merit but to 

understand or explore the kind of sentiments readers are falling for at such an epoch shifting 

time and the new directions they indicate for contemporary poetry. Their significance lies in 

the fact that despite not being written by any popular ‘Instapoet’, but by persons from 

ordinary walks of life, they went ‘viral’ in the peculiar intersection of the viral pandemic and 

internet or social media usage. Thus, while emphasizing that the space for poetry is far from 

saturated, the study also aims to uncover the different older poetic movements with which 

these electronic-poems resonate. Owing to the nature and context of the topic, this paper 

relies heavily on news reportages and articles to understand the contemporary circumstances 

which the poems refer to.  

‘Social-media poets’ or the Instapoets as they are often called were popular on the 

internet even before the pandemic. These ‘poets’ amassed wealth publishing collections of 

their online ‘poetry posts’ or ‘micropoetry’ which they write on platforms like  Instagram, 

Twitter, Facebook or Tumblr etc. The most well-known of these poets, RupiKaur’s book Milk 

and Honey (2015) got about 2.5 million copies sold (Mzezewa,Web). Most of these poets go 

by pen names. Some of the well-known names include Rueben Holmes who goes by the 

name ‘r.h. sin’, Atticus, Macius or R.M Drake who became a New York Times Bestselling 

poet with 1.9 million followers on Instagram (Wallersteiner). These writers focus on 

commonplace experiences of love and healing (Kaur, Rupi Kaur: 'There was no market for 

poetry about trauma, abuse and healing’). They pay close attention to the spacing, the page 

and the colour or presentation of their lines. Proper marketing and sponsorship are essential 

for popularizing their pages. Many of these posts have been collected and published as books 

with further additions. An idea about the content of such poetry-posts can be gleaned from 

two instances of Kaur’s posts which run like: “fall/in love/with your solitude” or “you’ve 

touched me/without even/touching me (Kaur, Instagram Photo) As Anna Leszkiwicz’s article 

in the New Statesman affirms, the legitimacy and merit of such ‘poetry’ have often been 

questioned. Even if these poems are just a pop phenomenon cut off from the literary world, 

their popularity makes us question who has the power to constitute what is right and what is 

wrong if arts and literature are subjective to the reader? Debates about the validity of such 

poetry are futile in the context of this paper as postmodern critics have long established the 

primacy of the popular in cultural studies (Storey,5). 

The ongoing coronavirus or Covid19 pandemic has effected not just an economic 

crisis but also a socio-cultural and psychological disruption with long term consequences 

(Brooks, 912). The selective fatality of the virus and its alarming levels of contagiousness has 

necessitated practicing of ‘social-distancing’ and an obsession with personal hygiene. In the 

age of medical and scientific advancements, the virus has taken us by complete surprise by 

the extent to which it has paralyzed human lives. The Black Death or the plague had brought 

about serious and permanent changes in European feudal society, but it was in the thirteenth 
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century. Initially, the fatality rate of the coronavirus was almost twice that of the deadly 1918 

Spanish Flu (Lovelace, Web). The realization that a viral infection in the twenty- first century 

can cause a similarly massive and permanent alteration to our socio-economic structure has 

given us a lot to think about. The psychological cost of social-distancing and quarantine has 

been immense (Rahman, Web). It has also forced many of us to slow down and reflect and 

churn out positivity almost compulsorily for the sheer necessity of going on. Perhaps this is 

what instigated the poems that are taken up in the following sections to go ‘viral’. After all 

the healing effects of writing poems have been known for a long time (Carroll, Web). 

In this age of virtual reality and ‘viral marketing’, ‘going viral’, ironically taking after 

the concept of viral transmissions of diseases, is considered to be a measure of success as it 

indicates the number of times it has been exchanged and circulated or perused through the 

internet and social media platforms. It is what an online presence aims to cultivate: the more 

the number of shares and posts likes and comments, the greater is the success of stakeholders 

of the content. Thereby, fulfilling the objective of advertisement, i.e. gaining exposure 

(Petrescu, 2). Likewise, anything that goes viral, whether it is a piece of news, an image, a 

cartoon, a quote or in this case, a poem, is taken note of; it is discussed or written about even 

in offline mediums. That is how a couple poems which went viral on the internet during 

countrywide coronavirus lockdowns got our attention. Despite the popularity of social-media 

poets, the two poems, ‘Lockdown’ and ‘The First Lines of Emails I’ve Received While 

Quarantining’ which are  taken up for consideration here are not by any of these popular 

‘poets’. They were written by persons who had no ambition to professionalism or fame as 

poets and their writing was not embellished to be visually attractive post-card posts. Their 

poems became viral rather randomly wherein lies their significance, as that indicates the 

presence of the void in our culture that such poems fill. These poems were covered by 

mainstream and offline media despite them being long and not written in any aesthetically 

pleasing marketable format. For instance the poem titled ‘Lockdown’ by Irish priest, Brother 

Richard Hendrick which was broadcasted by the BBC Radio and covered by The Hindu and 

The Business Standard (Menon). It was posted by the priest as a Facebook post on March 13th 

2020 (Hendrick)1. His original post has received more than nineteen thousand positive 

reactions and has been shared more than thirty-four thousand times (Staff, Web). The poem 

starts with a stirring note on natural renewal: 

“Yes there is fear. 

Yes there is isolation. 

Yes there is panic buying. 

Yes there is sickness. 

Yes there is even death. 

But, 

 
1 The poem was posted as a Facebook Status Update and was not published anywhere else. The number of 
likes and shares on this Facebook post has increased since the day it was cited.  
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They say that in Wuhan after so many years of noise 

You can hear the birds again.” (Hendrick, Web) 

 It continues for about forty more lines emphasizing the possibilities of positivity amid the 

dark uncertainty of the pandemic.  In several places around the world, particularly in cities, 

there was remarkable improvement of the air quality (Goswami, Web). In India, many cities 

witnessed wild animals on their streets. Navi Mumbai saw hundreds of flamingos migrating 

to its wetlands, taking the cooped up urban residents by pleasant (S. Reporter).  In some 

cities, even deer and leopards were seen. (Balakrishna, Web). Internationally, the absence of 

vehicular traffic on city roads reduced the amount of Nitrogen Dioxide in the air in Europe 

and Asia by forty percent improving the Air Quality Index (Monks, Web). Hence when this 

poet-priest writes:“They say that after just a few weeks of quiet/The sky is no longer thick 

with fumes/ But blue and grey and clear” (Hendrick, Web). It is not just an articulation of a 

wish or fancy hope but an actuality. This is what makes the poem remarkable in its 

hopefulness and realism. The list of kind actions the poet lists are not of his own making, but 

real ways in which humans across the world found themselves capable of kindness and 

resilience despite the ugliness surrounding them. The poem runs by juxtaposing each of the 

inevitable negative facts about these times such as social-isolation, panic-buying, fear with 

acts of warmth and generosity and with natural renewal. The gesture of Cuban doctors 

arriving in Italy to serve during the pandemic and the scene of Italians singing from their 

balconies to cheer up the neighbourhood during social isolation has warmed hearts as Italy 

was one of the worst affected countries during the pandemic for a while (Kearney, Web). 

Several E-journals and newspapers reported about acts of human solidarity and kindness 

(Foster, Web).  Hence the following lines could not be truer: 

“They say that in the streets of Assisi 

  People are singing to each other 

Across the empty square 

Keeping their windows open 

So that those who are alone  

May hear the sounds of family around them”(Hendricks, Web) 

This is not the only poem that celebrates the recovery of the natural environment. An 

Economic Times article notes how the clean air and blue skies have made the digital poets 

start writing odes to nature and it author even hails this upsurge of nature-poetry on social 

media as post-pandemic poetry: “Struck by the revival of blue skies, clean air, clear light, 

birdsong, triggered by this unexpected hiatus, lakhs of awed ‘digital poets’ have been 

recording and posting their technology-aided parallels of the brilliant odes to nature of, say, 

Tagore or Tennyson.” (Bureau, Web) 

Poetry inspired by nature in the Romantic age was a reaction to the onslaught of the 

agricultural revolution, rapid urbanization and the growth of industries. for Evans writes 

about the Romantic poets in these words: “They all had a deep interest in nature, not as a 
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centre of beautiful scenes but as an informing and spiritual influence on life”(Evans, 66). 

Modern capitalism has continuously devastated natural ecosystems and disturbed the balance 

necessary to sustain the biosphere, accelerating climate change which is already wreaking 

havoc in many parts of the world (Park, Web).The surge of online poetry on nature and its 

restorative and balancing powers manifested by the pandemic need not imply a neo-romantic 

return to nature. But considering how nature’s healing has been documented across various 

cities during this time,  the popular Instapoets expressing the phenomenon can be said to be 

making a dent in terms of indicating one of the directions that contemporary poetry of this 

genre might be taking. The Poet Laureate Simon Armitage also penned a poem on the 

coronavirus lockdown which suggestively praises the beauty of natural landscapes during a 

phase of undisturbed quietness in his lines:  

“Streams like necklaces,  

Fan-tailed peacocks, painted elephants, 

Embroidered bedspreads 

Of meadows and hedges, 

Bamboo forests and snow-hatted peaks, 

Waterfalls, creeks, 

The hieroglyphs of wide-winged cranes 

And the glistening lotus flower after rain, 

The air 

Hypnotically see-through, rare..”(Armitage, Web) 

  

The only difference between the previous viral poem and this one is the use of language. 

Understandably a smaller audience would be able to grasp the metaphors and references to 

myths or even decode his intricate word-image. Nor does Armitage’s poem offer a lucid 

reminder of the paths to recovery and acceptance that are still open to us in a way that fills 

the reader with calm gratitude as in these concluding lines: 

 

Wake to the choices you make as to how to live now. 

Today, breathe. 

Listen, behind the factory noises of your panic 

The birds are singing again 

The sky is clearing, 

Spring is coming, 

And we are always encompassed by Love. 

Open the windows of your soul 

And though you may not be able 

to touch across the empty square, 

Sing (Hendrick, lines 46-56) 

 

But the fact that even the poet laureate speaks of natural renewal and beauty, and of 

recovering and growing during the lockdown and uncertainty of life, affirms the definite 

tendency of nature-poetry making a come-back, at least in a few circles.  
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The West Virginian English teacher, Jessica Salfia’s ‘As You Know Many People are 

Struggling’ or ‘The First Lines of Emails I’ve Received While Quarantining’ was widely 

covered by most major international newspapers like The Times of India and The Guardian 

(Cain). In less than a day, Salfia’s poem was shared eighty-three thousand times and by 

twenty-three thousand Twitter accounts2(@jessica_salfia). It got shared over a million times 

on Twitter alone. The poem has thirty-six lines with the refrain: “As you know, many people 

are struggling”. It is noteworthy because of the interesting turn it takes towards a whole new 

genre of internet-poetry. The same article that covers her poem mentions that it inspired 

many more people to pen poetry from emails they received, for instance, one made by a 

student nurse by stringing lines from emails she got from her college with the encouraging 

refrain: “As we know, we will get through this”(The Guardian). The poem was constructed 

entirely by putting together the first lines of emails she received during the quarantine period 

yet it makes perfect sense. It was not even a century ago that a Modernist movement known 

as Dadaism with proponents like Marcel Duchamp and Tristan Tzara made a quite a few 

ripples in the world of aesthetics. The movement was about overturning the bourgeoisie 

norms of art and was often defiantly ‘anti-art’ (Hopkins,1).It often relied on the bizarre, 

nonsense, or even humour to express this kind of anti-art or anti-institutionalism. The 

movement was in reaction to the rise of capitalism, war and destruction. The proponents 

celebrated luck instead of calculated intent to create art, by adopting free-play when it comes 

to creating art or poetry. Dadaism also employs new media and visual or performative 

mediums for example, Jean Arp explored the art of collage and the potential for randomness 

in its creation. (What is Dadaism, Dada Art, or a Dadaist?).Thus, although the present poem 

is not nonsensical, it can be said to bear clear resonance with Dadaist poetry. In fact, despite 

the juxtaposition of lines from different emails she luckily received, made it sound coherent 

and meaningful right from the first stanza itself:  

   “In these uncertain times 

As we navigate the new normal 

Are you willing to share your ideas and solutions? 

As you know many people are struggling. (Salfia, Web) 

 

It strikes a note because email is one of the means of communication that lockdown and 

countrywide quarantine like conditions allowed. The opening lines of emails are normally 

always salutary and positive, but the ‘poem’ manages to contrast the positive and the negative 

bringing out the possible silver linings in the situation. What makes it engaging is it asks 

people to participate in thinking of ways in which circumstances can be made tolerable; it 

also consoles them for failing to keep in their best forms. Almost every stanza sustains our 

interest despite how drab lines appear in emails:  

 

    “I know you are up against it: 

                                      The digital landscape 

 
2  This information has been taken from the newspaper articles cited earlier. The poem was initially published 
by Jessica Salfia as a Twitter post. It has since received more ‘likes’ and comments than the number given here. 
It is not published in any print medium. The post can be checked out at 
<https://twitter.com/jessica_salfia/status/1249000027198033922?lang=en> 
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    We share your concerns. 

     As you know, many people are struggling”(Salfia, Web)  

 

The verses also critique modern capitalism and advertisement culture as in these lines: 

 

We hope this note finds you and your family safe 

               We’ve never seen anything like this before 

               Here are 25 distance learning tips 

               As you know many people are struggling”(Salfia, Web) 

Or as in the lines like the following which were probably sent from some delivery-service 

managing company:  

 

“Count your blessings. Share your blessings 

Get free curb side pick-up or ship to your house! 

Chicken! Lemon! Artichokes!  

As you know, many people are struggling”(Salfia, Web) 

 

The ‘poem’ attempts to satirize corporate opportunism by highlighting capitalist clichés. 

Sometimes the tone gets comforting and urges one to forgive oneself for self-indulgence and 

for not being in the best form during the lockdown, subtly encouraging the reader to continue 

shopping for food items as in the following stanza:  

 

“Feeling Fiesta today? Happy Taco Tuesday! 

Calories don’t count during pandemic 

Grocers report flour shortages as more people are baking than ever! 

As you know many people are struggling” (Salfia, Web) 

 

In an interview with the CBC Radio, the creator said that though the poem might have gotten 

viral because in an extreme situation like this, people turn to poetry for comfort but many 

marketing managers also thanked her the poetry saying it showed them what they were doing 

wrong(Chattopadhyay, Web). She says in the same interview that the lines she used in the 

poem came from all kinds of companies like clothing brands, educational institutes and 

organizations, some of which she admired like the ‘New York cooking’. She says that 

initially when the lockdown period had just started, the companies tried to sound sincere and 

genuine, but as time passed, they started to capitalise the situation which came across in poor 

taste especially with the adage “As you know many people are struggling.” Hence from these 

two examples of social-media poetry by ordinary people who had no aim of becoming high-

selling Instagram poets it is clear that there is a definite trend towards anti-capitalistic poems 

on nature, healing and self-love, especially because the current crisis has revealed so many 

fault-lines of modern socio-economic systems. 

 

 The idea behind focusing on these two viral poems which are not by any ‘instapoet’ 

was to show that the thirst for poetry is far from over.  A New York Times article titled: ‘What 

Do the Humanities Do in a Crisis’  says that this is precisely the time for the humanities to 
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flourish as it is only when humankind is living under the shadow of death with no real 

connection between one another, that we can appreciate life and strive for meaning (Callard, 

Web). The same can be said about poetry as it should be in a better position to offer a way 

out of anxiety and numbness during these trying times. 
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Abstract: This is an interview with Indian English poet Ashwani Kumar who talks about poetry, 
Indian English and the middle-class aesthetics versus the contemporary Indian English poetry 

segment. He talks at large about his relationship to poetry, the changes in the realms of Indian English 

poetry, and the current trends that have marked the poetic geniuses here. English and its original 

colonial hangover and using English for everyday use-there is also discussion about travelling, how it 
is related to poetry, and the insurgent desires and dreams that are some of the most major components 

of every poet’s mind and writing spirit. The translational and transnational aspect of writing also finds 

special reference in the interview.  

 

Keywords: Poetry, Indian English Poems, Indian Poetry, World Poetry, Aesthetics 

 
Ashwani Kumar is Mumbai- based Indian English poet, writer, and professor at Tata Institute of 

Social Sciences (Mumbai) His anthologies “My Grandfather’s Imaginary Typewriter” with a 

prolegomenon by Ashis Nandy and ‘Banaras and the Other’ have been published by Yeti Books and 

Poetrywala. His poems-translated in several languages are noted for ‘lyrical celebration’ of garbled 
voices of memory and their subversive ‘whimsy’ quality.  His “Banaras and the Other”, first of a 

trilogy, was long listed for 1stJayadev National Poetry Award 2017.  Recently, award-winning 

Hungarian poet, Gabor Lanczkor has translated his new poems on Tagore in Hungarian for a special 
volume “Architecture of Alphabets”.  Select cantos of the Hungarian translation of 'Banaras and the 

Other' were performed by iconic Hungarian band Kaláka at the Times Lit Fest 2017 in Mumbai.  He 

is currently working on Ayodhya, second of Banaras trilogy and his non- fiction book ‘Biharis’ 

(forthcoming, Aleph Books).   He is co-founder of Indian Novels Collective to bring classic novels of 
Indian Literature to English readers and curates popular TLF (TISS Literature Fest) and Rajni Kothari 

lecture series in Mumbai. Ashwani is also a visiting fellow at leading global universities and think 

tanks including London School of Economics, German Development Institute, Korea Development 
Institute, University of Sussex, etc. His other books include “Community Warriors” (Anthem Press, 

2008), “Power Shifts and Global Governance “(Anthem Press, 2010) and “Migration and Mobility” 

(forthcoming, Routledge, 2020). And he is one of the chief editors of LSE’s prestigious publication 
“Global Civil Society: Poverty and Activism” (Sage International, 2010). He also writes a regular 

book column in Financial Express.  In his leisure, he repairs Derrida’s punctured cycle, and makes 

Bihari Litti- Chokha crooning ‘Ooh La, La Ooh La, La Tu Hai Meri Fantasy’! He can be contacted at 

ashwanitiss@gmail.com 
 

 

 Q. What's your relationship to English language? 
  

mailto:ashwanitiss@gmail.com
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A:  In a schizophrenic twist, I learnt English “language skills/from rats, reptiles, insects and part 

time/teachers with plastic accents”.  (“Banaras and the Other”). This helped me migrate across 

horizontal geographies of alien languages, and dream about speaking in many tongues. I am sure you 

won’t believe I loved James Bond’s car chases in my adolescent years, and enjoyed playing with 

rubbertoys of Lenin, Stalin and Che Guevara in the Saranda forests in the bordering areas of Odisha-

Bengal- Jharkhand. I am aware it is not my mother’s language. For some, English might be colonial 

slime but it has also become my language in which I return to you when my tongue feels stiff from 

being silent.  

Q: What is your opinion about the current trend in Indian English poetry? 

A: Though the footprints of urban middle-class aesthetics are still very visible, but the 

contemporary English poetry in India is no longer the ‘poetry of the landless minority.’ Also, I 

don’t think that India poets in English are ‘strugglers in the desert’ as Arvind Krishna Mehrotra 

had noted in his widely acclaimed The Oxford Indian Anthology of Twelve Modern Indian Poets. 

Indian English poetry is like Girls Are Coming Out of the Woods of Tishani Doshi. They are 

everywhere, stirring insurgent desires and dreams. Admittedly, English poetry has migrated 

beyond Bombay to new locations, sites and destinations in Indian literature. If English poetry 

continues to flourish in older cosmopolitan -multilingual cities like Delhi, Calcutta, Bangalore, 

Madras, it has become more popular, more colloquial in vernacular towns like Hyderabad, 

Bhubaneswar, Bhopal, Patna, Lucknow, Shillong, Dehradun among others. It has also become a 

new address of feminist, dalit, and protest literature, and it has become more diasporic too. It is 

like what Ranjit Hoskote says ‘Land is what you look for, all your life/Zameen is what you hope to 

find’. So, Nissim Ezekiel’s subversively comical‘Indian English’ has become deeply rooted into 

Indian soil with its distinctive layers and tropes.  Most importantly, the language of English has 

turned upon itself-cheating and chewing itself in her varied adult experiences including allusive 

moments of queer. I am happy to note that major contemporary and generation- next poets are 

more conscious of aesthetic effects of their poetry and also more sensuously engaged with the 

language as source of artistic excellence. In other words, English poetry in India is like mythical 

Puranic river ‘Shubhsrava’- a young river in the abode of ancients, and Indian poets in English have 

reclaimed a broader secular, transnational and also translational Indian literary tradition.  I am sure 

you are not surprised with Tabish Khair’s rewriting of myth of Shakuntala as the daughter of a secular 

Muslim scholar in his collection Man of Glass. 

Q: “It was the third day of rainbow-lust...” a line from your famous Anatomy of Baranassrey as 

told by Major James Rennel encapsulates fine strands of poetry deeply tinged into the colours of Indian 

myth and locales. How do you incorporate myths into your poems? 

 

A: Guess,’after the third day of rainbow -lust’ – the lovesick aging god/ lying on a bed of arrows/ 

wakes up from opiate-slumber/in the camphor clouds of sacred ambitions’. For So, in Anatomy of 

Baranassrey, history is more like a ‘photo-dream-love play’- it is a fantasy, in part personal and 
political. And myths are a self-myth-making to hide my multiple heteronyms.  Using the poetic device 
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of ribaldry, I deploy mythic memory to subvert-invert reality and challenge ‘lies and more lies’ of 

authoritarian time present and past. Eminent poet and thinker K. Satchidanandan believes that my 
world-mythic or real is ‘half-fantastic, and half-real, half-mythical, and half-contemporary”, and it is 

so visual that “poems should have been illustrated by someone like Goya, if not William Blake”. In 

short, my usage of myths is part of primal, primitive journey of language itself.  If it sounds whimsy, 

and mischievous then I am true to myself and my poetry! 
 

Q: How has travelling contributed to your poetic art?  

A: YES my poems are about exile, displacement, dispossession and travels. But I fear travel yet I 

travel frequently to shed my fears.  Every time that I do my travelling, I can say I experience a very 

short moment of death, what you can call instant execution at the hands of some death squad, a 

figment of imagination.  I am sorry if this sounds a little dismal.   And when I travel I am often 

unclean, and I also smell like a dead parrot fish. I am unable to hear the sound of rustled leaves or see 

faint early- morning shimmer from the snow -capped mountains.  I see nothing when I travel because 

my eye sockets generally get affected by lead and mercury.   For me, travel is a fantasy collage of 

histories, myths and memories of naked powerful men smeared with volcanic ashes all over their 

bodies, and different versions of rogue women I have never met; it’s actually an autobiographical 

journey of the poet into a new realm and language of words- monosyllabic to polysyllabic words 

arranged in neat rows of different coloured toothbrushes in red, violet and pink, in my bathroom. With 

which you feel like brushing your dirty-crooked teeth! 

 

 Q:  Indian poets in English are often more focussed on Western Europe but yours are widely 

published in Hungary.   What's your relationship to Hungary and your experience of working 

with the award-winning Hungarian poet and novelist Gábor Lanczkor ? 

 

Answer: I met Gábor Lanczkor accidentally in Delhi. He loved “My Grandfather’s Imaginary 
Typewriter”, and I fell in love with his ‘original underpainting’ of Amrita Sher-Gil. Thereafter, he 

took my ‘Banaras’ all over Hungary including finding a home for my poetry at Kaláka concert, the 

world-renowned Hungarian ensemble.  With the help of poet-friend Hemant Divate, we brought his 

‘Sound Odyssey-Selected Poems to India. So, it is truly transnational-translational experience. 
Believe it or not, Gabor showed me in Budapest “the thick forest of Vrindavan/ where riverside 

bushes/ are woven into a pastoral” (From Gabor’s poem “Colour is my Domain”). And I also woke up 

‘in the middle of the night/to Freud, Nietzsche and Attila József/discussing the alternating fortunes of 
solar energy/and welcoming rich, elderly eastern ladies at the hotel reception”. (From my poem 

“Hotel Budapest, published in Hungarian journal 1749). It is amazing how you climb unknown peaks 

with ‘the egg of a Ural owl in your pocket’. Significantly, Gábor expanded my post-colonial poetic 

imagery beyond usual colonial gaze of Western Europe. Diverse poetic and political traditions of 
Eastern Europe especially Balkan region have made my poetic journey a more non-English surreal 

text. Illusory, hypnotic quality of storytelling and mathematical experiments of a contemporary 

generation of Hungarian poets have lent my poetry a new “architecture of alphabets” in Hungarian. 
No wonder, ‘Amrita Sher-Gil the Indo-Hungarian painter’s mother reads my poems at Gellért Hill and 

‘for long you palpate like the wet surface of star-like moss’ in Budapest'. 
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Q.What's your relationship to Tagore? In the Hungarian volume of ‘Architecture of Alphabets’, 

your poems are collaged with Tagore’s verses. And you have done readings in lake side town 

Balatonfüred where Tagore spent few weeks on his way to recovery from cardiac stroke in 

October 1926.  

  

A: Tagore is real and surreal for me. I would have died of dehydration without Tagore’s verses, and 
his novels and stories.   I was born in the backyard of Tagore’s home town and learnt spoken words of 

my language from Tagore’s donkey Columbus.   Tagore logged me as a poet and made me realise the 

futility of war and nationalism. I don’t believe it -people say I resemble Tagore. Over time, I have 
become a Tagore impersonator. No wonder, I am running away from his old assassins. Helicopter 

blades whirring, I repeat what Tagore told me on the run “Howrah Bridge is a woman/And Kolkata has 

become an old alarm clock. /We are poets/We are biology/W(e) are evolving… (from my poem “Tagore 

Teaching Evolutionary Biology in Howrah”)I can’t believe meeting ‘Tagore’, and smoking Panama 
cigarette with him in Baltonfured. I must say every Bengali must travel to Lake Baltonfured to regain 

life and youth.  Send me a postcard without postage stamp if you wanna know more about  a Tagore or 

me in Budapest or Baltonfured.  
 

 Q: Tell us something about your book Community Warriors. 

A: This is quite like my poem “monologues of a selfie”- ha ha. Yup. You got it right. This is my most 

famous and most popular non-fiction book on violence of private caste militia in the Indian state of Bihar. 

Based on more than a decade of research while I was doing my doctoral degree at Oklahoma, the 

book was published by Anthem Press (London). I am told by my colleagues, researchers and students 

that this is an “iconoclastic exposition of contemporary reality of Bihar”. Delighted that this book is  

still fresh in the memory of people  even after a decade of its first print and it is used as a primary 

reference material for anyone researching caste militias, predatory politicians, Maoist revolutionaries, 

brutal landlords, peasants and other subalterns in a land characterized as much by its "feudal" social 

structures as by immense political vitality. So, read it for poetics of violence and resistance. I am 

working on a sequel to Community Warriors, so wait for more poetry from the underworld of 

violence! 

Q: What's your relationship to Pop culture or performance poetry? 

 Answer: Before becoming a poet, I was a I was a map-maker, meat-packer, fruit-picker and occasionally 

a night -guard at the grand hotel Budapest in Mumbai. Now, I am leading ridiculously eerie, popular, and 

ultra-realistic digital life of Simba in the “Lion King”.  Ha ha.  “You know Kai Miller – that Jamaican poet. 

He loves singing DUP-DUP-dudududuDUP-DUP.Don’t tell me a reason why you like it. Just sing DUP-DUP-

dudududu-DUP-DUP.Oh, life is so beautiful these days. Me, Me, Me, Me Only Me. It is queer. Downright 

queer. Are you still not convinced? That’s O.K. Good news. Any doubts …loving performance poetry, as long 

as you can love it – believe me we have come to enjoy and consume anything, everything! 

Q: Tell us something about your engagement with the Indian Novels collective.  

A:  Translations are million-tongued conversations in the extended family of languages – gossiping, 

quarrelling, and brokering peace among unfaithful lovers. Translations are often in-travel mode, 
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meandering and migrating across contexts and cultures. For me, translation is not a handicap. It is a 

mode of speech” and when a whole people start speaking a translated language -in-translation it 

becomes their mother-tongue. So, we all dwell in translation and are co-ethnics in this sense.  In other 

words,  we can neither dream or imagine literature without translation( real or metaphorical) This has 

led me to co-found  Indian Novels Collective (INC)- a translation initiative  to bring classic novels of 

Indian Literature to English readers and popularize readings and performances from Indian Literature. 

Over the last two years, the Collective has commissioned three novels in Hindi, Bengali and Marathi 

and released booklists on five languages in consultation with its mentors who are experts on the said 

languages. Besides hosting readings and performances at various literature festivals, bookstores and 

offbeat cultural venues, the Collective has an active digital presence gently nudging the younger 

generation to explore translated literature. You can explore our events section or blog on at the portal 

of Indian Novels Collective (INC) 

 Q: Litinfinite  is a bilingual journal that publishes academic research articles, stories, poems in 

English and Bengali. Do you have any message for our readers?  
 

A: For younger and aspiring writers:  you can’t write wearing sacred threads of your life and 

languages. Look for sounds of meeting, mating rivers in the imaginary words. And stay true to 

yourself.  When you feel you can’t write, you do what my imaginary Aunty Maria would do- “after a 
shot of white rum punch,she would often sing in foreign accent-Picotante, paralysante…picotante, 

paralysante”. (From ‘About Aunty Maria’ poem). And your journal Litinfinite is luminous, sensuous 

and, chocolicious; an addictive literary treat you could ignore at your own peril. Congratulations! 

Ashwani Kumar Poems 

(1)Life of a Cosmic Fish  
 

Whether we like it or not 

Walking through infinite light in the shark’s  

Tunnel, we are all overwhelmed with a bitter sense 

Of frailty and vulnerability. 

 

I don’t know if you know- 

Life has no future because  

Immortality is a door to eternity, 

A garment overpriced. 

 

Everything in the fast-expanding universe  

Has a price. 

There is nothing left in the end, 

But death does not vanish with everything.   

 

You can simply step out of your body 

Look into the mirrors in your office, 
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Planning permanent posthumous fame  

In the cities of iron, silver and gold.  

 

You know this is not your life,  

But a giant number 

Shining in the mathematical  

Moment of decaying. 

 

 

Our ancestors have given us 

Several craters in our bodies for dwelling of 

Sinners and saints. For making love with  

Age-less peacocks and grasshoppers. 

 

You can’t imagine the strength of a butcher  

Unless you offer your own neck  

To his chopping blade. I wonder  

If the truth of the death is known to you     

 

You were you; I was you  

Holding wooden shopping bags,  

and smoking light darkness- 

A trail of void rising up in the eye of a fish!   

( Dedicated to the loving memory of my beloved lawyer and activist friend Jeetendra Roy 

who passed away in Patna, Jan2020) 

 

(2) La Conversation: Prisoner 24601 
 

Speak Bengali in French accent, 

Ah, it is impossible. 

I don’t like hitch-hike with vowels. 

Forgive me for asking 

Where was Macbeth? 

(Awkward silence) 

My cousin. 

Oh, he was learning primitive designs 

Of white marble- tomb in Hiroshima-Nagasaki. 

You travelled to Rangoon on yellow passport. 

Yes. 

Did you kill Halloween ghost? 

Yes. 

Perfect. 

But tell me. 
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Why did’t you murder Ramchandra Godse? 

Shit. 

MI agents double –crossed me. 

What ? 

They gave me wrong itinerary. 

You miss dark chocolates here. 

Yes. 

I don’t like reading newspapers on I-phone. 

Sorry to hear this. 

I am serious 

Toilet papers leave scars in the cold winters. 

Really? 

Don’t worry, 

Soon, you shall be signed off. 

Oh, finally, spring-everyday- somewhere. 

‘Death, thy servant, is at my door’- 

Said Monsieur Tagore. 

(Prisoner 24601 is a reference to Jean Valjean- the protagonist of Victor Hugo’s novel ‘Les 

Misérables’ who was arrested for stealing bread to feed his starving sister’s children. Bahadur 

Shah Zafar, the last moghul ruler was sent in exile to Rangoon after 1857 mutiny.  

Ramchandra Godse, popularly known as Nathuram Godse assassinated Mahatma Gandhi.  

And “Death, thy servant, is at my door’ is quoted from Rabindranath Tagore’s Gitanjali) 

 

(3)Satyagraha 

 

In the smoky-wooden corner of your eye-lid 

I agitate like a wounded blue-whale 

And the sea erases the wrinkles of the past atrocities. 

Gathering slowly in your imperial brows 

In the word-less lightening  

I speak the voices of prisoners and slaves 

And ride the broken toy cycle like an aging boy in Sabarmati. 

In the untimely violence of seasons 

I drown in the sorrows of charred -wheat -fields 

And feed the hungry with mountain of breads. 

There are only truths and beauties 

In the soft, insurgent music of prayer- 

 Sprouting furiously in the felled trees of Aarey Colony 

I am near and now 

Weaving invisible fabrics of everyday satyagraha 

And singing with poet- revolutionaries in chorus 

Ishvar Allah tere nam sabko sanmati de bhagwan- 

May Allah Bless you all in your name… 
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Abstract:  

 
In the given interview, poet, writer and translator Dr. Santosh Alex, who is an author of 42 books over 

the span of several years. In the given interview, he talks about poetry, translation, multilingualism 

and its features. Along with that, there is also a discussion area about the differences that might arise 
in case of stories, poems and novels. He also talks about the women poets of Kerala and how his 

books in English, Hindi and Malayalam have reached have gained popular readership. He also talks 

about the linguistic narratives that are part of any dominant social structure. Moreover, he also talks 

about translation and retention of the original flavour of any language.  

 

Keywords: Translation, Poetry, Multilingualism, Indian Poetry, Indian English 

Dr Santosh Alex is the author of 42 books and is a bilingual poet , widely published translator and a 

poetry curator from India. His books include poems, translations and criticism.  His poems have been 
translated into 30 languages world over. His poems have been published in International Poetry 

Anthologies like Sunrise from the Blue thunder(America), Hudson View(South Africa), Indo 

Australian Poetry Anthology( Australia), Poems for Hazara (Afghanistan), XX1st Century 

Literature(India), Salt Boundaries(Turkey) and other reputed English journals. His major works 
include three poetry collections in Malayalam titled Dooram (2008) and Njan Ninakku Oru Ghazal 

(2013) and Ittuliyum Pathuliyum (2020), Three poetry collections in Hindi titled Panv Tale kimitti 

(2013),Hamare Beech Ka Maun (2017) and Pitha Mere (2020)  one in English titled Alone with 
Everybody (2016).Dr Santosh Alex is enriching Indian Literature by means of translation and creative 

writing for the past two decades. He was awarded Pandit Narayan Dev Puraskaar(2004), Dwivageesh 

Puraskaar (2008), Thalashery Raghavan Memorial Poetry Award(2015), Sirjanlok Poetry 
Award(2015), Sahitya Ratna Puraskaar (2016),Vitruso International Poetry Award (2018) and P.C. 

Joshy, Shabd SadakAnuvadak Samman (2018).He works as a Hindi Officer in a Research Institute in 

Cochin, Kerala. He can be reached at drsantoshalex@gmail.com 

 

Professor Sreetanwi Chakraborty in conversation with Dr Santosh Alex, India’s widely published 
Translator and Scholar in Translation 

 

1. Over the span of several years, you have authored 42 books in three languages Viz  

English, Hindi and Malayalam  and you are a widely published multilingual translator 

in India. Could you throw light on as to how did you venture into translation? 

mailto:drsantoshalex@gmail.com
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It’s been 28 years since I am into the field of translation. Venturing into the field of 
translation was an accident. When I finished my M.A. in Hindi from Cochin University, 

kerala, I had to stay back in the University to complete my Diploma course in Translation. 

The classes for Diploma were in the morning from 8.00 a.m. to 10.a.m. and the rest of the day 

I was free. So one day I thought to translate one Malayalam short story into Hindi. It was also 
to put into practice the theory I learnt in the translation class. 

 

The short story I chose to translate from Malayalam to hindi was titled Thiruthu (Correction) 
in Malayalam and was written by renowned short story writer N.SMadhavan. It was difficult 

to translate, but somehow I finished it. I approached my Professor and guru Dr 

Aravindakshan Sir, he gave me several tips to translate and instructed me to choose small 

stories for translation. That’s how I translated the short story of Madhavikutty titled 
“Koladu” into Hindi and then continued to translate more stories, then went on to translate 

poems and then novels.  

 

2. You have translated 6 novels from Malayalam to Hindi and also translated 11 young 

woman poets from Malayalam to English titled Woman poets of Kerala : New Voices.  

Tell us something about these.  
 

The Malayalam novels I translated into Hindi are of PunathilKunhabdullah titled 

“Aligarhkakaidi”,Ambikasudan Mangad’s novel titled “Enmakaje”, Sethumadhavans novel 

titled “Sanket“ and three novels of  Vaikom Mohammad Basheer in Hindi titled Basheer 

teen upanyas. Punathils novel is based on his student days when he was studying for MBBS 

in Aligarh. Enmakaje has 18 reprints in Malayalam so far. The novel was a milestone in the 

struggle for justice to the victims of Endosulfan, a pesticide that was air sprayed on state run 
cashew plantations in Kerala.The three novels by Basheer was a challenge especially 

Anavarium Ponkurishum (Elephant scooper and the Golden cross ) 

 
Woman poets of Kerala: New Voices was an attempt to introduce 11 young woman poets to 

the English speaking readers. I am happy that the book was received well and majority of 

these poets are today well known poets in Malayalam.  

 
Translating poems are more difficult than fiction and is a challenge. Its difficult to transport a 

poem from its linguistic terrain in the source language and introduce it into a new terrain and 

blend it with the target language.  

 

3. What are the specific regional subjects you gravitated toward when you started 

translating? 

I had no specific subjects in mind when I started translation. I started translating from 
Malayalam to Hindi and then from Malayalam to English. Later I translated Telugu stories to 

Hindi, then went on to translate Jayant Mahapatras selected poems into Hindi, later translated 

Jnanpith Awardee Kedarnath Singh’s selected poems into Malayalam. So nothing was 
planned. I went on translating and the number of books kept on increasing.  
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4. Your books on translation in Hindi titled Anuvad: PrakriyaEvamVyavahariktha is 

included in the syllabus of three universities in the country. Tell us something about the 

book.  

 

Well, this is an academic book on translation studies. I have tried to explain the problems of 

translation in English, Hindi and Malayalam and have tried to give few solutions. Problems 
on cultural equivalents, idioms and phrases and translation of fiction and poetry are discussed 

in the book with examples.  

 

5. Where do you see translation in current times? What can be some of the major 

impediments that you face while translating? 

In a multilingual country like India translation plays an important role. Earlier translation was 

taught along with comparative literature, but today it’s become an independent discipline. 

Today, in the age of globalization, the scope of translation is immense. The significance and 

relevance of translation in our daily life is multi-dimensional and extensive. Translation helps 
us to know about the developments in the field of creative arts, education, literature, business, 

science and politics. Translation and translators build socio-cultural bridge between 

communities and countries. 

There are many impediments one faces while translating. The most important one being the 

translation of cultural equivalents. Cultural understanding during the process of translation is 
very essential especially in the translation of literary texts, which requires an effort on the part 

of the translator to retain the cultural information of the source text in the target text. Hence 

cultural translation is known to be one of the most challenging aspects of translation. It 

involves the translation of linguistic structures as a part of culture, in which the translator 
takes into account the equivalence of meaning and also investigates higher levels of context, 

semantics, content and pragmatics.   

Apart from the cultural equivalents the syntax and the style of the language also counts in the 

process of Translation. Translation is not as easy as its seems to be, it’s a creative process 

where in a new life is given to the source text.  

 

6. Do you think the inclusion of translation as part of academia can enrich future readers, 

learners and academicians? In what way? 

Like I said before, Translation is an independent discipline today. With the rapid inflow of 
MNCs into the country due to the globalization of Indian economy and the increasing need 

for translation in sectors like Universities, publishing houses, research organizations , medical 

science, tourism, entertainment, public relations and mass communication, international 
organizations, embassies, diplomatic service and BPO's have strengthened the importance of 

translation. Hence including translation as a part of academic would definitely help the 

students to fetch a job.  

7. Can there be a complete justice done to any original work through translation?  

 

Translation is a tedious process. Writing is creation. Translation is re-creation. Hence to re-
create the text given from the source language to the target language needs a lot of expertise 
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and experience. According to me if a translator can achieve more than eighty percent in 

translation, then it’s a good achievement. Anything beyond eighty percent would be a bonus.  
 

Renowned Translation Scholar Lawrence Venuti speaks about “Invisibility in Translation”. 

He opines that the translation should read like the original, wherein the Translator remains 

invisible. This is a difficult task as far as translation is concerned, but there are cases where 
the translation was very close to the original. All said and done, translation builds bridges 

between two languages and two cultures and broadens our sphere of knowledge. 

 

8. Over the span of 28 years, you have authored 42 books and you are a widely published 

translator. What are some of the inputs that you can give to new translators, or those 

who are interested in translation works? 

Translation is not everybody’s cup of tea. It needs years and years of hard work and practice 

to excel in translation. Read a lot of translated literature which are done by reputed 

translators. There are very bad translations also available in the market, you need to keep 
away from them.Its because many times the Assignment and the Projects are given to the 

translators those who have no interest in Literature, for them it’s an opportunity to make some 

money and in such cases, the end result has been devastating. Those who want to involve 
themselves with translation, develop your vocabulary and the knowledge of cultural 

implications of the language, which will help you in the translation process. 

9. Tell us about the main literary components of your poetry collection Dooram (2008) and 

Njanninakkuorughazal (2013 ), IttuliyumPathuliyum (2020)in Malayalam and three 

poetry collection in Hindi Panv Tale kimitti ( 2013), Hamare Beech Ka Maun (2017) and 

Pitha Mere ( Long poem, 2020) 
 

My Malayalam and Hindi poems speak of Nature and Humanism.  Many of the poems speak 

about nature and the relations between man and nature. Also they speak about the humanism 
aspect. 

 

The poem “Pitha Mere” is a long poem and has been published last week from Delhi. This 

poem is about me, my father, my family, my writings, my siblings etc. Even though it’s a 
lengthy poem with 11 sections, in totality it is read as a single poem. Hope like other two 

poetry collections this too would be well received by the readers.  

 

10. Apart from the Pandit Narayan Dev Puraskaar (2004),DwivageshPuraskaar(2008-

09)SahityaRatnaPuraskaar (2016) and the DwivageeshPuraskaar (2008), you have also 

been honoured with the prestigious International Vitruvio Award from Italy. How have 

these awards enriched your own learning sphere and spaces of inspiration? 

In the past 28 years I have never tried for any award. If there was an announcement and I find 

myself suitable for it, I have applied. I have won and I have lost many times. But that doesn’t 
matter. Dwivageesh puraskaar, the National Award for translation was awarded to me by the 

prestigious Bhartiya Anuvad Parishad, New Delhi. I was the youngest translator to receive the 

National Award at the age of 38 and I am happy that I still hold the record. The International 
Vitruvio Award from Italy was for the translation of my poem in Italy, translated by my poet 

friend Claudia Piccino.  
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Awards are always a source of inspiration. As a writer and translator it would make you more 

responsible and eventually the task should be to introduce good writers through translation.   

11. You are a poet, translator and a poetry curator. Please throw light on the curation of 

poetry and Cochin Litfest.  

 
I was fortunate enough to have curated the first three editions of A.AiyappaPatana Kendra 

Poetry Fest. Also I was fortunate to curate three session for the inauguraledition(2017)of 

KritiLit fest organized by the Government of Kerala. 
 

I am the founder of Cochin Lit fest, which has completed three editions so far, beginning 

from 2017. Cochin Lit fest provides platform for budding writers and established writers. 
Many young writers have been a part of the Litfest. It has been a good journey so far.  

 

12. Litinfinite is a bilingual journal that offers a literary platform for both Bengali and 

English writers and researchers. Do you have any suggestion for our writers, 

researchers and readers?  

 

Litinfinite is doing a good job by providing platform for Bengali and English writers and 
researchers. My suggestion would be to read more and write less. The new generation wants 

to write more and read less. Hence the pitfall in their writings is evident. If you want to 

become a master, then read your masters.  Wishing good luck to Litinfinite and to you as 

well, Sreetanwi.  
 

Poems by Santosh Alex 

 

Grandma 

 

My family members  

Remember her once in an year 

She died when I was a kid. 

 

They believe  

She would re incarnate as 

Seed 

Breeze 

Rain  

Moon light.  

 

Today was her anniversary 

Her photograph hung on the wall 

Was cleaned, 

Small garland was placed 

On it. 

 

Relatives arrived 
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Offered their prayers 

Had their lunch 

Chit chatted for a while 

And left. 

 

I was trying to recollect  

Her face 

All of them say  

I look like her.  
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Selected Hindi Poems by Dr. Devendra Kumar Devesh 
 

Devendra Kumar Devesh1 
Regional Secretary, Sahitya Akademi  

Kolkata, West Bengal, India 

Mail I.d: rs.rok@sahitya-akademi.gov.in 

 

Translated in English by Falguni Ghosh2 
Poet, translator and academician  

Kolkata, West Bengal, India 

Mail I.d.: fghosh2012@gmail.com 

 

Translated in English by Dr Anupam kumar3 
Associate Professor of English 

IIMT College of Engineering Greater Noida  

Uttar Pradesh-201310, India 

Mail I.d.: anupam.kumar.1974@gmail.com 

 

Abstract 

The given poems are a slice of modern life. They are highly tinged with the modern dilemma, 

suffering and the facade of human life. Sometimes the poems are a social cry, a loss felt at the death 

of a kinsman or putting soil to the grave of the departed. At some points, the poems also talk about the 

sweet memories associated with the values and sentiments of human love. Creation of the treasure 

trove of memories and then gazing into the fierce and harsh face of death, almost have a contrasting 

effect with the elixir of life. The poems present an interwoven pattern of the lives that are lived, the 

lives that are not lived and the lives that could have been lived. It is a pattern that is woven through 

images, symbols and fine strands of rhythmic quality. 

Keywords: Modern poem, Poetry, Social Poems, Indian English Poetry, Translation 

 

Original Poem1 

 

देवेन्द्र कुमार देवेश की कववता 
 

झूठ की खेती 
 

          (1) 

          सत्य को नीतत के साथ होना था 
          धमम के साथ होना था 

mailto:rs.rok@sahitya-akademi.gov.in
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          न्द्याय के साथ होना था 
          सत्य को सत्य होना था 
          लेककन 

          नीतत ने झूठ को अपना ललया 
          धमम शक्तत के साथ हो ललया 
          और न्द्याय सत्ता के दंड में समा गया 
          सत्य किर कहााँ जाता? 

          वह राजा की मुट्ठी में आ गया। 

 

          (2) 

          तया नह ं था राजा की मुट्ठी में - 
          उसे धरती का भगवान मानने वाल  जनता 
          इशारों पर नाचने वाले सभासद 

          ववरोध को कुचलने वाला तंत्र 

          मनमोहक प्रचार के यंत्र 

          देश देशांतर का आखेट 

          उद्योगपततयों का पेट 

          सबके आराध्य 

          जनता का भाग्य 

          यहााँ तक कक 

          अपनी कू्ररता को छुपाने के ललए 

          साज- श गंार की अद्भुत छटाएाँ। 

 

          (3) 

          राजा को नीतत के साथ होना था 
          धमम के साथ होना था 
          न्द्याय के साथ होना था 
          इन सबके साथ-साथ 

          उसे सत्य के साथ भी होना था 
          तयोंकक यह  उसका वादा था 
          इसललए 

          सत्य को उजागर करने की 
          मााँगें उठने लगीं 
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          लेककन राजा को सत्य से नह ं 
          सत्ता से प्यार था। 

 

          (4) 

          सत्य के ठेकेदारों ने 

          आददम स्वयंसेवी माध्यमों से ककए जानेवाले 

          अपने प्रचार को 
          आभासी दतुनया पर िैलाया 
          सत्य की गोपनीयता का मामला उठाया 
          उसके उजागर होने में 
          नीतत के ध्वंस, धमम के नाश 

          और न्द्याय की अवमानना की दहुाई द  
          राजा ने सदा सवमदा सत्य के साथ रहने का 
          अपना वादा दोहराया 
          अपनी मुट्ठी में 
          सत्य को सवामधधक सुरक्षित बताया 
          सत्य न हो सके कभी उजागर 

          इसके ललए चढ़ाया उस पर 

          झूठ का दहरण्मय आवरण। 

 

          (5) 

          सत्य का सूरज अब उगे नह  ं
          चढ़कर आकाश अब तपे नह  ं
          अस्ताचलगामी हो 
          अपने आभास से, चााँद के प्रकाश से 

          प्रत्यि-परोि, कोई भी िलािल सत्य का 
          ककसी को भी लमले यदद 

          दाता बस एक वह  
          सत्य क्जसकी मुट्ठी में 
          मुट्ठी उस राजा की 
          झूठ की खेती कर क्जसने यह सत्य रचा 
          कक जनता ने किर से उसे सौंपी है सत्ता। 
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Translated Version2 

 

Cultivation of Lie 
 

 

1 

It was inevitable that truth to be with morality, 

To be with religion, 

To be with justice, 

It was natural on the part of truth to be with truth. 

But  

Morality made an ally with lie, 

Religion made an ally with power, 

And justice joined with the government’s sceptre. 

Then where the poor truth would go? 

He came to the hand of the King. 

 

2 

What was not in King’s hand: 

Him people describe as God in epithets. 

Ministers are puppets under his thumb. 

The device to destroy protest, 

The hypnotizing instruments of advertisement, 

The travelling in and out of the country, 

Gifts of the business tycoons, 

All people’s reverence, 

Citizen’s luck, 

Even  

For the hiding of his own coarseness 

Peculiar dressings. 

 

3  

There was the oath of the King to be with morality, 

To be with religion, 

To be with justice, 

And along with these 

To be with truth. 

Because these were his words, 

And for that  

The demand of revealing truth was raised, 

But not the truth 

The King loved his masterhood. 

 

4 
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Those who are the brokers of truth 

Spread their propaganda 

Through the social media. 

What was already with the traditional media. 

They raised questions of hidden truth, 

For not revealing of truth 

They showed reasons 

As if ethics would be destroyed,  

Religion would be choked 

And justice would be humiliated. 

The King said 

Always his principle is to be with truth 

And he claimed that truth was always safe in his hand 

As the truth will never be revealed, 

For that truth is being capped  

By the golden cloak of lie. 

 

5 

 

The sun of truth would never be risen 

Not to permeate heat in the sky. 

If that would sink down 

Then that would be revealed amid the moon. 

If anyone can get 

The result of truth directly or indirectly, 

The giver is only the man 

In whose hand truth is in agony. 

The hand is of that King 

Who cultivated the lie and built such truth 

The people have elected him 

As the King once again. 

 

 

Original Poem1 

 

दशमनीय कब्रगाह 

देवेन्द्र कुमार देवेश की कववता 
 

 

1 

ककसी नए शहर में जाने के पहले 

पूछते हैं पयमटक जब गूगल बाबा से 

दशमनीय स्थलों की जानकार  
तो पाते हैं सूचना  
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मंददर, मक्स्जद, धगररजा, गुरुद्वारा 
झील, तालाब, बाग-बगीचा, पाकम , िव्वारा 
ऐततहालसक इमारत, प्राचीन स्मारक 

समाधध-स्थल, दरगाह 

अत्याधुतनक भव्य बाजार 

और भी न जाने तया-तया? 

लेककन तब तया सोचते हैं वे 

जब पाते यह सूचना 
कक दशमनीय है यहााँ शहर में-- 
एक कब्रगाह! 

 

2 

सुंदर होती हैं प्यार की स्म ततयााँ, 
उससे भी ज्यादा खूबसूरत होते हैं 
स्म ततयों को क्जंदा रखने के ललए 

यहााँ-वहााँ, जहााँ-तहााँ बनवाए गए ताजमहल! 

खूबसूरत होता है 

जीवन का हर एक लम्हा,  
लेककन अरसा बाद भी 
मौत की यादगार इतनी हसीन होगी, 
यह जाना मैंने देखकर 

जीवंत प्रक तत के साथ संजोई हुई 

इंिाल वार सेमेट्र --सैन्द्य समाधध स्थल। 

 

3 

पहला जीव, 

क्जसने धरती के इस टुकडे पर 

ल  होगी अपनी अंततम सााँस 

प्रक तत ने ह  क्जसे लमलाया होगा लमट्ट  में 
और पहला मनुष्य, 

क्जसे अपने हाथों दिनाया होगा 
उसके पररजनों ने इस लमट्ट  में 
कहााँ सोचा होगा उन्द्होंने भी 
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कक अंततम शयनकि बनेंगे यहााँ 
सैकडों सैतनकों के 

और सजाया जाएगा उन्द्हें इस तरह 

कक बन जाएगी कब्रगाह 

क्जंदा इंसानों की सैरगाह! 

 

 

4 

एक साथ इतनी कब्रें खोदनेवाले इंसान, 

ित-ववित लाशों को 
अनचीन्द्हे टुकडों को ककसी नामपट्ट के साथ 

अथवा बेचेहरा कोई शर र 

रखकर खुद  हुई कब्र में 
लमट्ट  डालने वाले लोग 

देखकर भयावह मौत का यह चेहरा 
कैसे करते होंगे सामना 
अपनी भर -पूर  क्जंदगी का 
आाँखों में उनके तया उतरती होगी नींद 

और नींद में कोई 

जीवनदायी सपना! 
 

5 

याकम शायर का 21 वर्षीय ई. हॉजककन्द्सन 

और उसके जैसे ककतने ह  नौजवान, 

क्जन्द्हें अनुशासन की भट्ट  में डालकर, 

और ठोक-पीटकर शासन के हथौडे से, 

बना ददया गया था-- 
दाएाँ-बाएाँ-पीछे मुड, आगे देख 

तानकर बंदकू, गोल  चला जीवन पर-- 

बस इसी एकसूत्री आज्ञा का गुलाम रोबोट। 

न जाने ककतने सपनों को ततलांजलल दे, 

तोडकर ररश्तों के धागे, 

आकर जननी-जन्द्मभूलम से कोसों दरू, 
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ववश्वयुद्ध के कालचक्र में िाँ सकर जो 
तनकल पडा जीवन की अनजानी यात्रा पर, 

सुलाकर उसको मणणपुर की इस लमट्ट  में 
तया सोचकर ललखा होगा ककसी ने 

उसकी कब्र पर-- 

छायाओ ंकी सडक की छोर पर 

लमलेगा वह मुस्कुराते हुए। 

 

6 

 

सोलह सौ जवानों को अपनी गोद  में सुलाए 

इंिाल की यह कब्रगाह, 

हरेक कब्र के आसपास िूल-पवत्तयों वाले पौधे 

और चारों ओर पसर  हुई 

घास की हर ततमा 
एक तरि यीश ुकी सल ब युतत स्म तत 

दसूर  तरि  

पत्थर के स्मारक पर खुदे हुए शब्द- 

"नाम इनके जीववत रहेंगे सदा" 

पढ़कर ये शब्द 

नामह न कब्रों पर क्जनकी ये है ललखा- 
"ईश्वर को है पता" 

बेचेहरा दफ्न हुई सवा सौ आत्माएाँ 
अपनी तया पहचान बताएाँ? 

कैसे देखें ईश्वर को वे 

और नाम को कैसे ढोएाँ? 

 

Translated Version3 

 

 

Iconic Landmark 
  

 

1 

Going before any new city 

Don’t we ask Google Baba  
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Its amazing scenic spots 

Its  temples, mosques, churches,  

Gurudwaras, lakes, Ponds, gardens,  

Parks, memorials, mountains, 

Cemeteries, shrines, fountains, 

Ultramodern super markets, malls  

And what not! 

Could we ever think a city’s  

Cemetery as a scenic sight 

An iconic landmark! 

 

2 

Sweet are the memories of love 

And sweeter the Tajmahals we make  

Hither and thither to keep alive 

Those dove of memories 

But sweetest is the memory of a moment  

Lived fully alive in life and life only 

But how come the memories of death  

 

Even after a long time be so alluring! 

I knew this in Imphal War-Military Cemetery! 

Nurtured by nature! 

 

3 

The first life  

Took its last breath  

Would have been soiled here  

By nature 

And the first man 

Graved by his kinsmen 

Could they have thought of  

Their last bedroom built here  

For hundreds of soldiers  

Decorated in such a way 

That it would become  

A Resort of a graveyard for public 

 

4 

After digging so many graves  

Burying maimed corpses  

Scattered pieces of bodies 

With their nameplates  

Putting soil on some faceless bodies 

In the grave 

How could the grave-diggers stand firm  
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And gaze into the fierce face of death  

Could sleep be their nurse 

Ever in their lives 

Will there be any alluring dream  

In their slumber 

 

5 

21 year old E. Hodgkinson from Yorkshire 

And many youths like him  

Were put into the furnace of discipline  

And battered by government-hammer 

‘Left-Right, stand –at- ease, turn back 

Attention, hold your gun, Fire’ 

 

Slave robots of the A-point order 

Sacrificing a world full of dreams  

Renouncing the relationships   

Far from mother and motherland 

 Stuck in the time-cycle of World War II 

On the way to unknown journey 

Laying him under the soil of Manipur 

How come one could write on his grave 

‘AT THE END OF THE ROAD OF SHADOWS 

HE WILL MEET US WITH A SMILE’ 

 

6 

Embracing 16 hundreds soldiers in the lap 

The cemetery of Imphal 

Amidst the flora 

And the sprawling greenery around  

Memory of Jesus on cross on one side 

And On the other hand  

Are written the epitaphs  

On their tombs like    

‘THEIR NAME LIVETH FOR EVERMORE ’ 

‘KNOWN UNTO GOD’ 

To read these words on their  

Nameless graves  

Where at least 125 faceless bodies 

 Are lying in peace 

Poor souls 

How would they be recognized! 

How would they meet God! 

How would they name themselves 
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Selected Poems by Dimana Ivanova 

Dimana Ivanova1 

Administrative Coordinator, Czech Centre Sofia 

Bulgarian Mother tongue teacher, Halcyon International School 
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Mail I.d.: dimanaiv@abv.bg 

 

Tom Phillips2 

 

Editor, Balkan Poetry Today 
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Mail I.d.: t.phillips18@btinternet.com 
 

Abstract 

 
These are selected poems of the Bulgarian poetess Dimana Ivanova from her 2 poetry books: 
Invitation for a Father (2012) and Alphabet of the desires (2016). The poems are a slice of modern 

life, with symbols, extended imagery that talk about reflection on love and questions that are pointed 

toward the realization of human pain, suffering, longing, and the utter futility of waiting. There is 

penchant for love; there is a reflection on city life and the overall structure of understanding love in 
modern times. There is a world view spanning across London, talking about Japanese watch, time and 

emotions that are constantly recollected across borders and time.  

 

Keywords: Modern Poem, World Poetry, Poem, Poetry, Bulgarian Poetry 

 

Японски часовник 

Dimana Ivanova1 

 

Японският часовник с марка Джава 

се хили от витрината на „Теско”. 

Часовникът със тигрова каишка 

ме гали еротично по лицето. 

Какво е любовта? – си мисля често, 

японският часовник тъжно цъка. 

Еротика какво е? – пак се питам. –  

 

Часовникът замислено мълчи! 

А някога обичах до забрава 

да гледам книги по антиквариатите, 

витрините в квартала Стара Прага, 

обичах с часове да наблюдавам. 

mailto:t.phillips18@btinternet.com
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Сега обичам с часове да гледам 

замисления пергамент на твойта кожа 

и нежно да я чувствам по ръцете си, 

подобно на каишка от часовник. 

Недей ме гледа с толкова широки, 

разтворени до болка циферблати, 

отмерващи минутите до края,  

а тъжно вдишвай днес от любовта ми. 

Да завъртим по генната спирала 

живота си над тази адска бездна, 

преди с върха й, в Синевата спряла, 

с последната минута да изчезнем! 

 

Translated version2 

Japanese Watch 

A Japanese watch, brand-name Java, 

Beams from the window of Tesco. 

The watch with a tiger-stripe strap 

Erotically strokes my face. 

 

What’s love? I often ask myself, 

The Japanese watch ticks glumly. 

What’s erotic? I also ask myself, 

the watch stays pensively silent! 

I used to love looking at books 

in the antique shop windows 

Of Prague’s old quarter, 

I loved to look at them, 

Oblivious, for hours. 

Now I love to look for hours 

At your pensive skin’s parchment 

And feel it gently on my arms 

Like the strap of a watch. 

Don’t look at me with such 

A wide face dilated in pain, 

Counting the minutes to the end, 

But today sadly breathe in my love. 

And above this hellish abyss, 

Wind our lives along the genetic coil, 

Before the tip of its blue spiral, 

And at the last minute disappear. 
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Пиеро в Лондон 

Dimana Ivanova1 

 

Хубавата Коломбина полудя 

и хвърли се от кулата на Тауър Бридж 

в тъмнозелените води на Темза, 

с нехайната небрежност на дете 

порода Даун, 

решило да избяга от кепенците 

на училищната крепост и дома.  

Водата я прие като в лоно на гора 

и русите й къдрици изчезнаха в миг 

под разцъфналата водна повърхност. 

Пиеро излезе тъжно от кулата 

и дълго търси своята Коломбина. 

„Коломбина, къде си!” - викаше той 

и мостовете му пригласяха желязно, 

и вятърът флиртуваше с дъжда. 

Пиеро дълго скита край реката, 

покрай катедралата на Свети Петър 

и по Оксфорд Стрийт – лицемерен денди, 

запитваше той всеки срещнат господин 

за русокосата девойка – но, уви! 

Нямаше я Коломбина – нито в „Харолдс”, 

ни в кафененцата на Чайна Таун. 

При все това всички улични музиканти 

правеха театър и се смееха на Пиеро, 

че при толкова Коломбини край него 

е тръгнал да пита точно за тази, която я няма. 

А може би изобщо никога не е съществувала? 

 

Била е само призрак, сън, мъгла в мъглата?... 

Проказно наказание за собствената му унила съвест? 

Ех, тъмна пелена обхвана Пиеро, 

сякаш смог във центъра на търговския Лондон 

засмука дълбоко кръвта му от вените, 

изморен, той седна край реката и се загледа, 

стори му се, че изпод водата вижда очите й, 

които са сини, но сега и зелени, 

обгърнаха го множество зелени, бели, сини пелени 

и той сниши се, сгърби своя профил, 

в миг олюля се и цамбурна във водата 

със плащ от сянка, като Мефистофел, 
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да търси своята любима (не)позната 

сред концентрични кръгове, разпръскващи нехайни строфи! 

 

Translated version2 

Pierrot in London 

Beautiful Columbina went mad 

And hurled herself from the top of Tower Bridge 

Into the dark green waters of the Thames 

With the careless indifference of a child 

Determined to break out from  

The shutters of fortress-school and home. 

As if into the heart of a forest, the water took her in  

And her blond curls disappeared swiftly 

Beneath the water’s fluorescent surface. 

Sorrowful, Pierrot left the tower 

And searched a long time for his Columbina. 

‘Columbina, where are you?’ – he called 

 

And the bridges would echo himstonily, 

And the breeze would flirt with the rain. 

For a long time Pierrot wandered  

Beside the river, around St Paul’s Cathedral 

And down Oxford Street – a two-faced dandy, 

He asked everyone he met 

About the blond-haired girl – but alas! 

Columbina wasn’t there – not in Harrods, 

Nor in the coffee bars of China Town. 

Every street musician, however, put on 

A show and laughed at Pierrot – 

That with so many Columbinas around him 

He was out asking for the one not there. 

And maybe she’d never existed at all? 

Was she but a ghost, a dream, a wraith in the fog? 

A punishment prescribed for his own bad conscience? 

A dark shroud took hold of Pierrot, 

As if the smog in the commercial heart of London 

Sucked deeply on the blood in his veins, 

Exhausted, he sat beside the river and stared, 

He thought he saw her eyes beneath the water, 

Eyes that once were blue and now were green, 

Wrapping him in many green, white, blue shrouds 

And he eased himself down, bent double, 

Swayed for a moment and tumbled into the water, 
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Cloaked in shadow just like Mephistopheles, 

To search for his favourite (un)known 

Among concentric circles, scattering careless stanzas! 
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Translated Poem of late Jibanananda Das, the famous modern Bengali poet  
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Abstract:  

The given poem is a translated version of the famous Bengali poem Kudi Bachchar Pawrey by the 
modern poet Jibanananda Das. It is a love poem that embarks upon a creative journey to see the 

beloved even after a long span of twenty years. There are numerous natural and ecological references 

that make the poem more poignant. It is a creative work that takes into consideration the fine blend of 

English Romantic poetry, nature, understanding the landscape through love, and yearning to meet the 
beloved after a long gap of twenty years. It is about the affectionate bonding that can be sustained 

even after a time gap. 

Keywords: Modern poem, Poetry, Love poem, English Poem, Translation 

 

Original Poem in Bengali:  

 

কুড়ি বছর পরর 

 

আবার বছর কুড়ি পরর তার সারে দেখা যড়ে হয় 

আবার বছর কুড়ি পরর- 

হয়রতা ধারের ছিার পারে 

কাড়তি রকর মারস- 

তখে সন্ধ্যার কাক ঘরর দেরর- তখে হলেু েেী 
েরম েরম ের কাে দহাগলায়- মারের ড়িতরর ! 

 

অেবা োইরকা ধাে দেরত আর, 

বযস্ততা োই আর, 

হাাঁরসর েীরির দেরক খি 

 

পাড়খর েীি দেরক খি 

ছিারতরছ; মড়েয়ার ঘরর রাত, েীত আর ড়েড়েররর জল !জীবে ড়গরয়রছ চরল আমারের কুড়ি, কুড়ি, বছররর 

পার,- 

তখে হোৎ যড়ে দমরো পরে পাই আড়ম দতামারর আবার ! 

হয়রতা এরসরছ চাাঁে মাঝরারত একরাে পাতার ড়পছরে 

mailto:ketaki.datta@gmail.com
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সরু- সরু- কারলা কারলা ডালপালা মরুখ ড়েরয় তার, 

ড়েরীরের অেবা জারমর 

ঝাউরয়র-আরমর, 

কুড়ি বছররর পরর তখে দতামারর োই মরে ! 

 

জীবে ড়গরয়রছ চরল আমারের কুড়ি-কুড়ি বছররর পার- 

তখে আবার যড়ে দেখা হয় দতামার আমার ! 

তখে হয়রতা মারে হামাগুড়ি ড়েরয় দপাঁচা োরম- 

বাবলার গড়লর অন্ধ্কারর 

অেরের জাোলার োাঁরক 

দকাোয় লকুায় আপোরক ! 

দচারখর পাতার মরতা দেরম চুড়প দকাোয় ড়চরলর ডাো োরম- 

দসাোড়ল দসাোড়ল ড়চল- ড়েড়ের ড়েকার করর ড়েরয় দগরছ তারর- 

কুড়ি বছর পরর দসই কুয়াোয় পাই যড়ে হোৎ দতামারর ! 

 
Retrieved from: Das, Jibanananda. Kudi Bachchar Pawrey. New Script Publication, 2005. Print. 

 

Translated version 

 

Twenty Years and After                                                        

 

Twenty years sped by – if I could see her again: 

          Ah once more, after a span of twenty years, 

           Perhaps beside a cluster of paddy, 

                   In the month of Kartik, 

When evening crow flies back home, when yellow stream 

Softens, moistens amid reed, catkin, tall grass in the field. 

 

Or no trace of paddy in corn-field, 

    No sign of hurry- 

     Hay from ducks’ shelter, 

      Hay from birds’ nests 

        Fall strewn—night, chill, dewdrops 

          Clutter Monia’s shack. 

 

Our life traversed a track of twenty years, 

Ah if again, I find you across the grassy lanes! 

  The moon, as it were, peers through  

                                        A maze of leaves, 

Clutching slender, black, tender twigs between its lips, 

          Of Shirisha or Jamboline 

          Of tamarisk or mango, 

Twenty years rolled by, erasing you off my memory! 
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Life bade adieux to twenty long years 

Ah once again, if we get to see each other. 

 

Perhaps in the meadows, an owl creeps down 

          In the darkness of Babla lane, 

             Through casement of Peepal 

    Oh where can he hide himself? 

Wings of kite droop somewhere like batting of eyelids— 

Golden, golden kite – dewdrops have hunted her away— 

Twenty years later, in dense fog, if chance 

        Brings you on my way! 
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Abstract:  

 
The process of birth is painful, and so is the entire challenge of growing up is conveyed through 

various images and symbols. There is a comparison between old age and birth, with the ideas of a 

mystic worldview surrounding birth, death and regeneration. It is a way to point out the sheer 
inevitability of death and the constant cycle of birth, death and rebirth that continues as a process of 

the complete universal order. The poem has a transcendental background, an idea of deeper and 

sublime truths that can be achieved through mysticism. Along with that, with very cryptic and 

sustained imagery it also points out to the people who suffer, and those who watch other suffer.  

 

Keyword: Death, Mysticism, World Poetry, Birth, Redeath 

 

Birth is painful 

Growing up is painful 

Old age is painful 

Death is painful 

And inevitable 

 

Yet 

We keep giving birth 

To new life 

Who watch us suffer 

And die 

And suffer in turn. 

 

There is no Rebirth 

Without 

Redeath. 
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Priceless and untitled 
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Abstract:   

 

The given poem celebrates the bond of love, care that ensures any type of family bonding over the 

years. When the entire world is getting alienated and devastated, it is the right idea to generate love 

and respect among elders and the members of the family, to sustain the overall impact of any 

relationship. The poem gives in slight short strokes the ideas of bonding, social sympathy and how to 

take care of the family. The images are light, and the modern streak gives a very simple yet grand 

appeal to the short lines and an understanding of the modern English poems. It shows the relationship 

among families, ties, and delving deeper into the nuanced pattern of varied cultures.  

 

Keywords: Modern Poem, Social Poem, Family, English Poetry, English Poem 

 

I tied him a colourful band on his wrist, 

I painted a tiny dot on his temple with my little finger, 

The mark grew bigger every year, 

Every year, his forehead wrinkled a little more 

Until he birthed into the heavens, 

Leaving my fingers disabled during such occasions 

As that of the 'rakhi' or 'bhai duj', 

For in Bengali families, Grandpa is the one who gets all the pampering in absence of a 

brother. 
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The centre of Ruth 
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Abstract: 

The given poem is a Modernist love poem that delves deeper into the psyche of love, life, coming to a 

centre of ruth, affection, bonding and then gradually drifting away. The poem talks about the 

speaker’s relentless hurrying into the realms of going away, turning not to return after a time, and 

understanding a final realization that all the different versions of life, love, bonding, affection are 

pivoted at one central point, that is the point of both divergence and convergence. The poem 

emphasizes that even the distance itself is a form of illusion. The rhetorical question of the central 

point remains, and keeps the readers in an arbitrary motion of realizing the truth about creation.  

Keyword: Modern Poem, Love Poem, Social Poem, Poetry, Romantic Poetry  

মায়াকেন্দ্র  

প্রত্যয় হামিদ 

 

সরে গেরেই  
মিরে আসাে দমুনিবাে ত্াড়া  

িায়াজরুড়। 
মিেরবা না বরে যত্দেূ গহেঁ রে গেমি 

 

সরে গেমি যত্ো দেূরে- 

সামজরয়মি গিোে পথ ত্ত্োই 
গ ান এ  গ রেে োরন! 

মদনরেরে আমিই গহরেমি  

মদনরেরে গজরনমি  

সব দেূেই িায়া  

সব িায়াই বতৃ্তা াে। 

mailto:prottoyhamid@gmail.com
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Imprints of Memory 
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Abstract:  

 

The given poem is a fine blend of love and the onslaught of modernity. It is call to the beloved who 

has been remaining in a petrified motion, only to get dissolved into the elixir of life. It is a poem full 

of the abstractions of human love but at the same time, it also celebrates the best and the most 

beautiful moments spent in love. The poem transcends the binaries of loving in heart, in mind and 

then gradually dissolving in higher art. The kites fly, the colourful kites and the kites that mow and 

gnaw at the core of the heart. Memories still remain as the beloved retains the spontaneity of love 

forever. 

Keywords: Bengali poetry, World Poetry, Regional Poetry, Love Poetry, Modern Poetry 

স্মৃতিতিহ্ন 

সুদীপ্ত চ্যাটার্জী 
 

এত া যে পাথর যসতর্জ আত া যসকি চূ্র্ণ হতে েতে?  

োরোর যেতে দাও র্জেির্া, েতুির উত ান, যেতস োয় শরীতরর প্রাচ্ীন শহর,  

 ে ু ুকি যসতর্জ থাতিা কশোকেকপ, যপাড়া গ্রন্থাগার, কনকেড় পাত র পর কি ু যরা  কেতে রাতো ধিনী কশরায়। 

অরর্য  ুুঁ তয় কদতে কচ্েতুি যসকদন, উজ্জকয়নীর িত া দহুাত  আগতেক তে গেণ তিশর,  

 েওু রাকি  ার যগাপন স্তেতি যেতে িহািারীিথা।  

ক্ষ  যথতি, ক্ষক  যথতি, র্জেির্া উত  আতস সংসারী রাত । এেন কিধারা েুে কপ্রয় িতন হয়,  

কসুঁকড়ত  কচ্হ্ন রাতো , পুতরাতনা অতেযস সে ধুতোর আড়াতে থাতি কচ্তেতিা া ঘতর, 

 োে নীে ঘুকড় ওতড়, কচ্ে পাি োয়, সে কি ু এিই আত , এিই থাতি েতে,  

আর্জও যি প্রদীপ জ্বাতে িায়াসন্ধ্যায়।  ে ুএই কনেণাি, কনিগ্ন রাত , এত া যে পাথর যসতর্জ আত া, যসকি শুধু 

চূ্র্ণ হতে েতে? 
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Abstract:  

 
The poet persona talks about his failure in life and yielding to the Universe’s stupendous powers. He 

surrenders by stating that if the Lord wants him to die, he’ll die, and like a dead fish, he’ll float 

lifelessly over the Ocean of Existence. He entered this world in the garb of a fish, and from there, 

started his journey which ended in crossing many rivers and seas. But still, he was unable to find out 
the key to unlock the abstruseness of worldly existence, or even if he has got it, he has lost it. The 

poem ends with the persona being a dead fish without any remembrance of past events, clustered 

around by flies with the All Merciful sky upwards. The poem embarks a journey, a quest which starts 
from the personal sphere and finally merges with the Universal. 

 

Keyword: Modern Poem, Surrender, Garb, Abstruseness, Key 

 
মৃত মাছ 

দেবাঞ্জন দ ৌমিক 

 
যমে চাও িতৃ হই, তবব তাই হব 

মনস্পন্দ িাবের িত পবে থাকব 

দচাবের ম তর দেেবত পাবব আকাশ 

যার সবে িাটির দকান েরূত্ব দনই 
এই আকাশ-িাটিবত কত দেলাবেমল 

 

কত কাবে আসা, কত আমে পাতা 
িতৃ িাে মক আর িবন করবত পাবর? 

এই দবশ, এই দববশ এবসমেবল তুমি 

জবলর দকাবে থর থর, নুু ব্জ হবে পবে মেবল 

জবলর পবর জল, নেীর পবর নেী, সাগবরর পর সাগর 

দ বস দকাথাে? েুুঁবজ দপবল মক চামব? 

জট দোলবার চামব? নামক দপবেও হারাবল? 

আবগর িত? সকল সিবের িত? 

জান না, শুধু জান িতৃ িাে 
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শ্বাসবন্ধ করা মবস্ফামরত দচাে 

দ াুঁ দ াুঁ িামে আর 

উোরিে আকাশ! 


